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BULK NUTRIENTS’ BEEF PROTEIN ISOLATE
90% PROTEIN PER POUCH $5 PER 100G OF PROTEIN
Bulk Nutrients’ Beef Protein Isolate (BPI) is packed with protein, well surpassing 
anything else on the market.  Each pouch contains over 90% protein which is easily 
mixed and readily absorbed - it’s for the gym goer that won’t settle for second best.

The most important ingredient in our BPI is unsurpassed Bulk Nutrients quality.  
Always affordable, every supplement bought from bulknutrients.com.au contains 
zero fillers and is the most pure product money can buy!
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I’ve always preached the
importance of making the mind-
muscle connection in your training
– focusing on how a weight makes
your muscles feel rather than how
much you’re actually lifting. But
that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t
give some consideration to the
weight you use. After all, weight
training is about progressive
overload, and if you don’t eventually
increase the load, your body
won’t have reason to progress.

Every great bodybuilder I know
started out with basic movements
and trained them very heavy.
Franco Columbu was a world-class
powerlifter; Sergio Oliva was on
Cuba’s Olympic weightlifting
team. I competed in both of these
sports while bodybuilding. For
one thing, it feels great to be strong
and it gives you a psychological
edge (in any competition, and in

life), but heavy training develops
muscles to a degree that you
can’t get exclusively from light,
pumping workouts. The spinal
erectors respond to deadlifts
like nothing else, and shoulders
that are built with clean and
presses are almost always
more impressive than those
weaned on lateral raises.

I suggest you devote one day
a week to heavy lifting. Pick a
movement like a squat, bench
press or deadlift and work up to
a few heavy sets of 1 to 6 reps.
Then, do a back-off set of 10 or
more reps. Not only will this make
you look strong, but you’ll also be
able to prove that you actually are
if anyone ever questions you on
what big muscles are good for.

I’m not looking
to be a competitive
weightlifter.

Should I bother training
heavy? – CHRIS, VIA FACEBOOK
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healthy snacks
...on the go

Available at:

These delicious snacks 
are ideal for anyone 
who wants to stay 
healthy but still wants 
to enjoy the little 
things in life. These 
snacks are lightweight, 
easy to store,  
nutritious and provide 
a quick energy boost 
at a great price.
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1ST SET
 ALL THE HOT TOPICS IN BODYBUILDING AND FITNESS 
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THE GREATEST
SHOW ON EARTH
ONCE YOU HOLD THIS ISSUE IN YOUR HANDS, THE MADNESS
OF O WILL ALL BE OVER. TO CELEBRATE, WE TAKE A LOOK
BACK AT 50 YEARS OF OLYMPIA AWESOMENESS...

1 PHIL HEATH

2 RONNIE COLEMAN

3 ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER

4 SERGIO OLIVA

5 LARRY SCOTT

6 DEXTER JACKSON

GREATEST ARMS EVER
■ Arms, the showstopper body
part adored by all. There have
certainly
been some great arms raised in
victory on the Olympia stage, but
which pair can lay claim to being
the greatest of all time? Here’s what
the FLEX staff thought:

■ What is it with 
German  bodybuilders 

and fifth place at the O? 
In 2002, Günter Schlierkamp, 

who, in his previous 
four O appearances had 

never cracked the top 10, 
leapfrogged to fifth. In 2006, 
Dennis Wolf’s Olympia debut 

ended with a big fat DNP. But 
the following year, a new star 

was born as Wolf took fifth. 
Both men went from good to 

elite-level bodybuilders.  

THE FIFTH 
ELEMENT

15
Record 

for most 
Olympias 
entered

Held by 
Ronnie 

Coleman 
and 

Dexter 
Jackson. 
Jackson 
holds the 

record for 
most top 

10 finishes, 
too. “The 

Blade” 
was set to 
 compete in 
September 
at the time 
we went to 

print.
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The three-way tie 
is held by Kevin 

Levrone, Shawn 
Ray and Dexter 

Jackson.

DAVID
AND
GOLIATH

1970 SERGIO
OLIVA 

1980 FRANK ZANE

1984  SAMIR 
BANNOUT 

2006  RONNIE 
COLEMAN

2008 JAY CUTLER

2009  DEXTER 
JACKSON

2011  JAY CUTLER

BACK IN THE SPOTLIGHT
■ Ever since Lee Hane
his lats at the 1984 Olym
has become the one bo
to make the biggest im
onstage. A glance at ou
list is quite telling. The fir
three Mr O’s didn’t make
the cut, and only two
pre-date Haney’s time. 
Ronnie Coleman in first 
and Dorian Yates in seco
were unanimous choice

■ During the heydays of Larry, Sergio, Arnold, Frank Zane, Lee, Dorian and even 
Ronnie, the Olympia was all about the men’s competition. While the Mr Olympia 
(proper) still dominates, the inclusion of other divisions has grown Olympia 
Weekend into the IFBB Pro League’s premier contests  for 212, figure, fitness, 
bikini and men’s and women’s physique. Fans from all over the world come to 
experience the four-day event.

 Davana Medina, 
Figure Olympia

2003

Sonia 
Gonzalez, 

Bikini 
Olympia

2010

 Mark Anthony, 
Men’s Physique 

Showdown
2013

Mia 
Finnegan, 

Fitness 
Olympia

1995

David Henry, 
Olympia 202 
Showdown 

(now 212)
2008

Dana Linn 
Bailey, 

Women’s 
Physique 

Showdown
2013

GROWTH
SPURT

■ We’ve all heard 
the saying, “You have 
to knock out the 
champ to beat him.” 
In 50 years a mere 
six champs have 
eaten the canvas. 
Larry Scott, Arnold 
Schwarzenegger, 
Franco Columbu, Lee 
Haney and Dorian 
Yates all retired as 
undefeated champs. 

MAMA 
SAID KNOCK 
YOU OUT!

12
Record for 

most Olympia 
top 6 finishes

Lou Ferrigno
hulks out
on Flavio
Baccianini
at the ’93 O.

1 RONNIE COLEMAN

2 DORIAN YATES

3 LEE HANEY

4 FRANCO COLUMB

5 SAMIR BANNOUT

WHERE LEGENDS ARE MADELas Vegas, NVSept. 17–20, 2015

Presents

■ We all love those stories where 
the little guy topples the big fella. 
Unfortunately, the Davids of the 
Olympia stage don’t have the aid of 
a trusty rock and sling to level their 
bigger foes. From 1973 to 1975, 188cm 
Arnold  Schwarzenegger defeated 
165cm Franco Columbu. And during 
his reign, 180cm Lee Haney beat out 
157cm Mohamed Makkawy, 165cm 
Lee Labrada, and 160cm Mohammed 
Benaziza. And who can forget 147cm 
Flavio Baccianini next to 196cm 
Lou  Ferrigno? Still, two “little” dudes 
did have their day: Columbu in 1976 
and 1981, and 167cm, 106kg Dexter 
Jackson in 2008. Take that, big bullies!

LIFTCROSSHAIRS
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BY PHIL HEATH, FOUR-TIME REIGNING MR OLYMPIA

PHIL’S
DYNASTY?

Q Everyone focuses
on the top two. What

do you think about the
other athletes?
It’s definitely not a two-man
show. There are many great
athletes out there. It’s my job to
knock the up-and-comers down.
I have to be ready to do the
work, and it’s not easy because
they all want to kick my ass out
there. In the end, though, it’s not
about beating the others. I have
to respect myself, and I have to
compete against myself. To win, I
have to be better than Phil Heath.

Which Olympia-winning
version of Phil Heath do
you think was your best?
Version 2013. I was 240 pounds
(109kg), I had muscle maturity
kicking in and I was showing all-
out conditioning because I was
going to beat Jay Cutler and all
the rest. That’s part of the plan
for this year’s O – the goal is to
build on what I did in 2013.

HOW MUCH LONGER 
DO YOU THINK YOU’LL 
BE COMPETING?

I figured out the other day that 
Ronnie Coleman won his first of 
eight Sandows at the age of 34. 
I won four by 34, and I’m 35 now. 
So I think I’ve still got time.

Q

Q WAS THE CONTROVERSY 
WITH KAI GREENE AT 

LAST YEAR’S OLYMPIA PRESS 
CONFERENCE HYPE OR REAL?

Oh, yeah, it was real. The experience was real, and it was both good 
and bad to go through. I expected that something was going to happen 
because of the outcome in 2013 and because there’s always so much 
build-up of the hype anyway. For him, I think he was caught up in it 
and pushed things too far, but we got over it and moved on. That wasn’t 
about the sport of bodybuilding. That was a sideshow.

“THE GIFT” SPEAKS HIS 
MIND ON KAI GREENE, 

STAYING AHEAD OF THE 
COMPETITION AND 

SETTING A NEW RECORD

WHERE LEGENDS 
ARE MADE
Las Vegas, NV

Sept. 17–20, 2015

Presents

1ST SET ASK THE CHAMP
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BY  FLEX LEWIS, THREE-TIME
OLYMPIA 212 SHOWDOWN WINNER

READY FOR A 
SHOWDOWN
IN THIS SPECIAL OLYMPIA EDITION, 
THE WELSH DRAGON TELLS HOW 
HE PREPS FOR THE MOST  IMPORTANT 
CONTEST OF THE YEAR

Q To get to the O stage, 
what’s more important: 

hard work or natural talent? 
It’s a double-edged sword. I know 
guys who are the hardest workers 
in the world, but they don’t have 
the genetics to make a go of it in 
bodybuilding. You’ve got to work 
hard, because natural talent will 
take you only so far. But I think 
genetics plays a huge role, and a 
person might not ultimately succeed 
without genetics on his or her side. 
What I can say for sure is that the 
 combination of the two is lethal.

Typical lunch?
Chicken and quinoa.

I’m relatively young, got a few years 
left, and there’s currently no thought 
of leaving. But I’m not a guy who 
goes around saying he is planning on 
winning seven or eight titles. I want 
to walk out when I’m still on top.

DO YOU SEE YOURSELF 
AS THE RONNIE COLEMAN 
OF THE 212 DIVISION? Q

How do you manage stress?
I’ve got a good mindset going into 
a contest - it’s another chance to 
get onstage and challenge myself. 
In the past two years, which have 
been stressful with all that’s going 
on, I started pursuing strategies to 
ease the eff ects of stress on my 
body; because stress really does 
have physical eff ects on the body.

I started doing acupuncture. 
I was a sceptic - I walked in thinking 
it wouldn’t be helpful; but then, 
when I walked out, I felt rejuvenated, 
maybe even a little euphoric. So 
I do that and other things too, 
like deep-tissue massage. And I 
surround myself with good people.

WHERE LEGENDS
ARE MADE
Las Vegas, NV

September 17–20, 2015

Presents

1ST SET

OCTOBER – NOVEMBER 2015 | FLEX 11
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GET
DE
BIKINI PRO D
BECKER THR
ON COMPETIT

1 Were you 
athletic 

growing up? 
I did stunt 
cheerleading in 
college, where the
girls are thrown 
in the air. It’s very 
technical and athletic
and involves a lot of
jumping, tossing and
pyramid work.   

2 Are your 
fitness 

goals different 
now from when
you first started
competing? 
At this point in my 
career, there’s no 
pressure. I’ve done
the Bikini Olympia 
and placed in the 
Bikini International.
Now I can just 
focus on being the
best I can be with 
no distractions.

3 What’s your
favourite 

body part? 
Glutes. I do the 
most work on 
them. It doesn’t 
come naturally 
to me, so I’m 
definitely most 
proud of my bum.

4 What’s a 
mistaken 

belief people 
have about 
bikini  comps? 
That we don’t work
out really hard. Or 
that we just have 
to diet and quit 
eating cheesecake!
Guys will see me in
the gym and say, 
“Wow, you’re here 
every day," or, "I 
can’t believe how 
hard you train.”
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5 Do you 
have a 

favourite quote? 
“To give anything 
less than your 
best is to sacrifi ce 
the gift,” by Steve 
Prefontaine.

6 Do you 
enjoy 

travelling for 
competitions? 
Once I was 
stranded in Prague 
after a competition 
due to weather.  
There are worse 
places to be stuck.

7 Is there 
another 

career you 
would like 
to pursue? 
I love the human 
body, and I’m in 
school pursuing 
a career in the 
medical fi eld.

8 Do you 
have a 

cheat food? 
Definitely sushi. 
I like the specialty 
rolls with lots 
of avocado and 
yummy sauces.  

9 What’s 
something 

people don’t 
know about you? 
I have small hands 
and feet. My shoes 
fit into my son’s - 
and he’s 10.

10 Any 
requests 

from admirers 
or followers? 
I get a lot of 
requests for 
my shoes. Guys 
ask if they can 
buy them.
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EYES ON
THE SIZE
FROM SKINNY KID TO MUSCLE
CHAMP – OSCAR VIGOR JUST
WANTS TO ENJOY THE JOURNEY
Name: Oscar Warren Vigor 
City: Melbourne
Age: 25
Off season weight: 85kg
Competition weight: 79kg
Marital status: single
Occupation: Personal trainer for Iron  
Game Fitness at Doherty’s Gym,
Brunswick; and butcher.
Interests: art, music and nutrition.
Began training: 2012
Training programme: chest and
triceps; back and biceps; shoulders;  
legs and arms
Currently trains at: Doherty’s
Gym, Brunswick
Favourite exercise: deadlift
Reason for starting training: to
add size. I was always a skinny kid.
Role models/inspiration: Ronnie
Coleman, Branch Warren, Dexter
Jackson, Tony Freeman.
Plans and ambitions: current plans are
to continue to progress in this sport I love
so much, inspire others and, in years
down the road, to have some good quality
experiences under my belt, maybe even
a title or two. Mostly, just enjoy the journey.
I would like to thank: FLEX magazine for
featuring me; my mentor, trainer and friend Sam
Hanna; Steven Konstantinidis; Tony Doherty; and 
all the staff at Doherty’s Gym, Brunswick.
Competition history: 2014 IFBB Victorian
state championships, novice (no placing)
2015 IFBB Bendigo Country Classic u/80kg  
1st place. 

1ST SET BODY BUILDER OF THE MONTH
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100-REP 

100s can
boost growth
and improve
vascularity.

Onehundred. It’s crazy,
right? It’s the length of two

Olympic pools. It’s a century. It’s
enough kays per hour to earn a
painful fine. In those contexts,
it’s big. But in regard to reps per
set, it’s huge. Dorian Yates didn’t
do 100 working reps in an entire
workout! You may not have ever 
considered cranking out
a set of 100 – until now.

The training style popularly
known as 100s targets slow-
twitch muscle fibres and
permanently enhances blood
flow to your muscles. In other
words, it’s a unique and effective
means of boosting growth. And
there’s nothing crazy about that.

TRAINING TIPS TO POWER UP YOUR WORKOUTS

SETS
HOW TO USE
MARATHON REPS
TO FAST-TRACK  
NEW GAINS
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THECENTURYCLUB
Rory Leidelmeyer, one of the best
bodybuilders to never turn pro,
used a 100s program for extended
periods. Another top ‘80s amateur
who barely missed a pro card, Tom
Touchstone, followed Leidelmeyer’s
lead, as did Diana Dennis, who
finished third in the 1985 Ms
Olympia.More recently, 2004
NPC Nationals winner Chris Cook
ploughed through a 100-rep
shock set of curls and another of
pushdowns on a non-arm day to
drive blood to his arms and aid
recovery. And Moe El Moussawi,
who finished ninth in the 2008

Mr Olympia,
performed
high-rep and
high-volume
training
for years,
including
many sets
in the 50-
100range.

Okay,
so some
famous and
semi-famous
bodybuilders
repped out
marathon
sets. But

does it work? And if so, how does
it work? Advocates claim it boosts
growth, enhances vascularity, and
brings a subtly different look - more 
detailed, more distinct - to their
muscles. Think of the constant
polishing of a diamond to enhance
its shape. Marathon sets thoroughly
stress a muscle’s slow-twitch
fibres during the slog of the initial
approximately 50 reps. But they
tax fast-twitch fibres, too, as you
approach failure points on your way
to the century mark. High reps also
enhance circulation to the targeted 

100-REP BASICS
Select three to four
exercises per body part.
Do only one set of 100
reps per exercise. Warm-
ups are unnecessary.

Ideally, you want to
reach failure at between
60–70 reps. Pause then
continue. Pause as many
times as necessary to
get to 100 strict reps.

Use a weight that is
approximately one-third
of your 10-rep max. So,
if you normally max out
at 100 for 10, use 35.

Pause for as many
seconds as you have left.
So if you get 64 reps, rest
for 36 seconds. If you
then get to 89, rest for
11 more seconds.

100-REP TIP SHEET
Either count out
the seconds of rest
periods, use the
second hand of
a clock or watch
or have a partner
time them with a
smartphone.

Set down or rerack
the weight during
lengthy pauses.

When you can get
more than 70 reps
without pausing,
move up to a
heavier weight.

Choose bilateral
exercises, so
you don’t need
to do 100 reps
for each side
separately.

“ONE
HUNDRED
IS A GOOD 
ROUND
NUMBER
TO AIM
FOR ON MY
LIGHTEST,
LONGEST
SETS.”
- MOE EL MOUSSAWI

TRIPLE DIGITS

LIFTTRAINING STYLES
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LIFT TRAINING STYLES

muscles. In turn, improved blood 
flow better feeds your muscles 
with growth-inducing nutrients.

There are two ways to join the 
Century Club. You can do an entire 
program consisting of only three or 
four 100-rep sets per body part. 
Stick to this for periods of two 
to four weeks, and follow it with 
at least 10 weeks of a traditional 
workout regimen. This is a full-
body growth turbocharger. Your 
strength may be a little depressed 
when you return to moderate reps, 
but it should bounce back within 
a couple of weeks. Alternately, 
you can work 100s into your usual 
routine as a shock treatment. Do an 

occasional century set session for 
a lagging body part, or rotate such 
workouts so that all body parts get 
the treatment from time to time. Not 
only can this jump-start new growth, 
but it can also recharge your training 
in general, especially when you have 
nagging injuries. 

Don’t have time for your usual 
workout, or your joints are still 
reeling from your last one? Do one 
set per exercise for 100 reps. Such 
a routine will be faster and also allow 
you to train around injuries. You may 
look a little crazy and a lot weaker 
doing marathon sets. But, if used 
only occasionally, 100s is a smart 
way to foster heavyweight gains.

100-REP SETS 
CAN JUMP-
START NEW 
GROWTH AND 
RECHARGE 
YOUR TRAINING 
IN GENERAL.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

Lying triceps
extension

1 100

Smith machine 
close-grip 
bench press

1 100

Pushdown 1 100

Barbell curl 1 100

Seated 
dumbbell curl

1 100

Preacher curl 1 100

100-REP ARM WORKOUT

2DREAM: The Flex Wheeler Story (D2DMovie.com) 
Arnold Classic Champion and bodybuilding legend Flex Wheeler has 
nched a brand new DVD titled Dare2Dream. For the first time on DVD, 
he Sultan of Symmetry shares the ups and downs of his remarkable 
life and career. Featuring previously unseen archival footage of 
bodybuilding’s most admired and respected champions, this DVD 
provides unprecedented access into the life of an enigmatic figure.Flex Wheeler Launches his 

“Dare 2 Dream” brand new DVD
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HYPOTHESIS
In order to grow, you must train with
a certain amount of volume. Most
research does not explore the effects
of using more than three sets on
hypertrophy, and the data that does
exist does not consistently show the
benefits of usingmore than three sets.

RESEARCH
Forty-eight untrainedmenwere
randomly assigned to one of the three
training groups: one set, three sets,
five sets or a control group. Subjects
completed a full-bodyworkout each
session. All training groups performed
three resistance-training sessions per
week for six months.

FINDINGS
The one-set group did not show
a significant change in biceps or
triceps thickness after six months
of training. The three-sets group did
see a significant increase in muscle
thickness but only for biceps. The
five-sets group saw a significant
increase in muscle thickness for
both biceps and triceps and that
difference was significantly greater
than both groups.

CONCLUSION
Doing 15 sets per muscle group
spread out over three workouts
per week will provide faster gains
than fewer sets per week.

One way to apply these
findings is to do full-
body workouts three
times per week. You
would then do five sets
for each muscle group
each workout. Another
way would be to split
the body into either
“push/pull” or “upper/
lower” muscle groups
and train four to six
times per week.

APPLICATION

PUMPUP
THE VOLUME WHY MORE IS

BETTER TO GET BIG

LIFTLAB TO GYM
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Doggcrapp is like “Gangnam
Style” – an internet sensation 

that everyone has heard of but few
understand. When Dante Trudel 
posted his philosophy to an internet
discussion board in 2000, he never 
thought more than a few dozen 
meatheads would read it. That 
explains the moniker. It was his 
spur-of-the-moment screen name 
for what he anticipated would be a 
single post. But Trudel was deluged
with questions, the original post 
grew to 118 pages and his writings 
were copied and pasted around the
web. Doggcrapp became the most 
revolutionary bodybuilding system 
since HIT arrived more than 40 
years ago. In retrospect, the name 
seems oddly appropriate in a 
punk rock sort of way because 
 Doggcrapp is an anarchic ideology 
that challenges the status quo.

DOGGCRAPP
BASICS
■ Progressive
strength gains
are paramount
to progressive
size gains.

■ Do as many
warm-ups as
necessary
but only one
working set
per exercise.

■ Use rest-
pause with
three failure
points on most
working sets.
This set lasts
11–15 reps.

■ Rotate three
groups of
exercises. So
you will repeat
the exercises
you do in your
first workouts
(A1, B1) in
your fourth
workouts, etc.

■ Get at least
one more rep
with the same
weight or the
same reps with
more weight. If
you fail, remove
that exercise
from rotation
and replace it
with another.

DOGGCRAPP
TIPS
■ Emphasise
the sort of
compound
basics that let
you pack on the
most weight.
These will allow
you to grow
progressively
stronger over
a long period.
For example,
choose barbell
drag curls over
concentration
curls.

■ For safety,
most quad and
back thickness
exercises are
not rest-paused.

■ Keep a
logbook and
bring it to the
gym so you
always know
exactly what
you need to do
to beat your
previous best.

■ Use a
“widowmaker”
(a blowout set
of 11–25 reps) to
finish off weak
body parts.

POWER-BUILDING ATTACK 
“I thought about what makes a muscle 
grow, what would make it grow faster 
and to absolutely stop thinking in this 
‘I want to be big so bad I’ll overthink 
and overdo everything’ concept,” 
Trudel told FLEX. “Why do people 
think in terms of ‘annihilating myself 
into rigor mortis in today’s workout’ 
instead of progression and recovery 
over weeks, months and years? I 
scrapped everything and reverse-
engineered it. I broke it down, took 
out all the things I felt were just fluff 
and there for ego and obsessive-

compulsive satisfaction, and created 
a power-building attack.”

What Trudel deduced was that 
bodybuilding gains are directly 
related to strength gains. Forget 
pumping up the muscles or shocking 
them with intensity techniques. 
Doggcrapp prescribes that you 
choose, typically, one exercise per 
body-part routine and focus on 
growing progressively stronger in 
that exercise over time. Easier said 
than done, right? Try to beat your 
best in the same lift workout after 
workout and you’ll quickly smash 

DOGGCRAPP PRESCRIBES THAT YOU CHOOSE…
ONE  EXERCISE PER BODY-PART ROUTINE 
AND  FOCUS ON GROWING PROGRESSIVELY 
 STRONGER IN THAT EXERCISE OVER TIME.

LIFT TRAINING STYLES

Doggcrapp
creator Dante
Trudel pushes

Dusty Hanshaw
through a DC

workout.

BY GREG MERRITT

ALL OUT 
WITH DC 
DOGGCRAPP IS THE UNDERGROUND 
WORKOUT SYSTEM THAT MADE IT BIG
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into a wall. Trudel knew this. Avoiding
that wall for as long as possible is the 
rationale behind DC’s principles.

CRAPPED OUT
Here are the fundamentals. You never
do the same exercise for a body
part that you did the workout before.
Instead, you rotate three workouts,
each of which focuses on a different
exercise per body part. If you don’t
beat your previous best, you drop
that exercise from the program and
switch in a different one. The working
sets are typically done with rest-
pause and three failure points. For
example, you might fail at eight reps,
stop for a few seconds, get three
reps before failing, stop for a few
seconds and grind out a final two
reps before failing. With the focus
on as few as one exercise per body
part, you can hit several body parts
per workout. Doggcrapp prescribes
dividing the body into A and B
workouts and training three times
per week so each muscle is worked
thrice every two weeks with three
different exercises. (See schedule.)
The program is done for a six- to
eight-week “blasting phase” followed
by a two-week “cruising phase” of
non-DC training.

Using Doggcrapp, David Henry
packed on 15 lean kilos in fewer
than three years, advancing from a
75-kilo barely heralded middleweight
to a 90-kilo-plus pro juggernaut.
Steve Kuclo, Cedric McMillan and
Mark Dugdale have also utilised DC.
The fact that none of them do so
today isn’t a commentary on DC’s
effectiveness. No program creates
magical results. Doggcrapp isn’t
sorcery. But it has conjured up a
training revolution. It resurrected
rest-pause, an invaluable but
neglected technique, and it shifted
emphasis away from volume and
intensity to strength. Even if you
don’t strictly follow a DC protocol,
focusing on long-range strength
gains in specific exercises is a
superb muscle-making strategy. 

EXERCISE WARM-UPS SETS REPS

Lever pulldown 2–4 1 11–15*

Underhand barbell row 2–4  1 10–12

*Rest-pause with three failure points

DOGGCRAPP  BACK WORKOUT
MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY

WEEK 1 A1 B1 A2

WEEK 2 B2 A3 B3

A workouts: chest, shoulders, triceps, back (width),  
back (thickness)

B workouts: biceps, forearms, calves, hamstrings, quadriceps

DOGGCRAPP WORKOUT SCHEDULE

“I ONLY KNOW
ONE WAY

TO TRAIN.
I ALWAYS

GO ALL OUT.
IN EVERY

SINGLE
EXERCISE,
I’M TRYING

TO TOP WHAT
I DID THE

WORKOUT
BEFORE.”

– DAVID HENRY

ALL OUT

LIFTTRAINING STYLES
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LIFT ASK THE CHAMP BY PHIL HEATH, FOUR-TIME REIGNING MR OLYMPIA

What is your
strategy for
building big legs?

HE’S
GOT
LEGS
VARIETY, VARIETY,
VARIETY. THAT’S
WHAT IT TAKES. 

When I’m working legs,
there’s pretty much no leg
exercise I’m not doing. I like to
train quads and hamstrings
in the same workout. I try to
hit one part as hard as I hit
the other, because the hams
matter, too – especially in side
poses. And when I’m prioritising 
legs, I will double down on
them, training them twice
a week, with each session
lasting at least two hours.

If I can hardly walk when
I’m done, I’ll do calves the
following morning. I start
with leg extensions as a pre-
exhaust. Then hack squats,
stiff-leg deadlifts, seated leg
curls, lunges and sumo squats,
machines and free weights,
FST-7s – all of it to attack legs 
from every direction.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

Leg extension 4 8–10

Smith machine 
squat

4 8–10

Walking lunge 4 8–10

Hack squat 7* 20

Lying leg curl 4 8–10

Stiff-leg deadlift 4 8–10

Seated leg curl 7* 10–12

*FST-7s (seven sets
performed with 30
seconds’ rest between sets)

HEATH’S MONSTER
WHEELS ROUTINE
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The triceps make up two-
thirds of the mass of your

upper arm. If the tape measure
isn’t moving like you had hoped,
make sure you aren’t neglecting
them. The term triceps means
three heads: the medial, the
lateral and the long head. The
long head’s origin is on the
scapula, or shoulder blade. The
origins of the medial and lateral
heads are on the humerus. The
origin of the long head allows
you to stretch it by raising your
arm above your head. The
medial and lateral heads do not
stretch as you raise your arm
because they aren’t connected
to the scapula. To place more
emphasis on the long head, use
movements with arms extended
or above the head. To place
more emphasis on the medial
and lateral heads, use close-
grip pressing movements with 
the arms down.

TOTAL 
TRIS
TARGET EACH HEAD
FOR MASSIVE ARMS

LIFTCROSSHAIRSBY BRYAN HAYCOCK

OVERHEAD
EXTENSIONS
STRESS THE
TRICEPS’

LONG HEAD
TO A GREATER
DEGREE THAN

THE OTHER
TWO HEADS.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

Rope pushdown 3 12–15

Lying extension 3 10–15

One-arm overhead 
extension

3 12–15

TRIPLE-ASSAULT
TRICEPS WORKOUT
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LIFT ON TRIAL
BY BRYAN HAYCOCK

RISE OF THE
MACHINES

SHOULD MY WORKOUTS RELY MORE
ON FREE WEIGHTS OR MACHINES?

Free weights should always be
the foundation of any effective  
bodybuilding program.

SENTENCING

OPENING ARGUMENTS

EVIDENCE

1 Studies comparing barbell bench
press with Smith machine bench

press show greater muscle activation 
of shoulders using a barbell.

3 Machines are a fixed-form
exercise and are limited to

moving through fewer planes  
of motion.

2 Studies show lifters can use up
to 1.5 times more on plate-loaded 

machines than with free weights.

4 Free weights are a free-form 
exercise that allow for

movement in multiple planes.

5 Most free weights require a
spotter, whereas most machines 

can be used without one.

6 Free weights produce “functional
strength,” which is more

applicable in real-world situations.

VERDICT
MACHINES HAVE BRIDGED THE GAP, 
BUT FREE WEIGHTS STILL RULE.
For the average guy trying to put on
some muscle the differences between
free weights and machines have
narrowed significantly. Nevertheless,
free weights offer greater advantages
for overall development of strength 
and muscle mass.

Defense
Free weights
force you to use
auxiliary muscles
to stabilise the
weight and
control the
movement.
This involves
greater muscle
recruitment
and thus better
gains in size and 
strength.

Prosecution
Modern
machines
are more
ergonomically
designed,
allowing natural
planes of motion. 
In addition,
more weight
can be used on
a well-designed
machine than 
with free
weights. 
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OPENING
ARGUMENTS
Defense
Use a full range
of motion for
maximum benefit.

Prosecution
A partial range
of motion is just 
as effective.

EVIDENCE

VERDICT
PARTIALS
HAVE GOT
A BAD RAP

No one will disagree that good form is important to avoid injury. But what this
evidence argues is that moving the weight through a joint’s full range of motion
is not necessary to increase both strength and size. Truth be told, I see several
professional bodybuilders using a partial range of motion. There is an exception
to this, however. When training for competitive strength events, make sure
you train the way you will compete. If a competition squat is thighs parallel to  
the floor, then train down to parallel. 

SENTENCING

PARTIAL TO IT

1 Researchers at
the University

of Southern
Mississippi, US,
compared full and
partial ranges of
motion and found
that both were
equally effective
at increasing
maximal strength.

3 Using a partial
range of

motion tempts
lifters to use too
much weight
and bad form,
increasing
the risk of injury.

2 Partial range
of motion

allows the use of
more weight,
which can help
bust through 
plateaus. 

4 A 2012 study
comparing

full and partial
ranges of motion
showed the
same increases
in both size and
strength for both 
methods.

CAN HALF REPS
PROVIDE FULL-
RANGE BENEFITS?

David Henry
sometimes

uses a partial
range of motion

to stimulate
growth. 

LIFT
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Blueberries make lots of things taste good.
Add them to yoghurt, pies or smoothies for that

extra-special flavour. But blueberries can also be a
bodybuilder’s best friend, especially for that crucial
time after workouts. Blueberries are chock-full of
anthocyanins, a powerful antioxidant that gives them
their colour. Antioxidants play a key role in the recovery
process by removing free radicals caused by training.
Free radicals can damage cells, but research shows that
blueberries are particularly adept at combatting their
harmful effects. In fact, blueberries bested 25 other fruits
in both absorption by the body and performance. There
is one caveat: avoid adding them to your pre- or post-
workout shake, because their potency declines when
combined with the proteins in milk. Instead, eat blueberries
by themselves, one to two hours before training.

BLUEMOO
HOW THIS TASTY BERRY CAN HELP YOU
THE BENEFITS OF YOUR GYM EFFORTS

ANTIOXIDANTS 
IN BLUEBERRIES 
PLAY A KEY ROLE 
IN THE RECOVERY 
PROCESS BY 
REMOVING HARMFUL 
FREE RADICALS. 
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Broccoli has long been known for being one of the most nutrient-dense
vegetables. Now research published in Molecular Nutrition and Food
Research shows that a specific type of broccoli, Beneforte, contains

large amounts of glucoraphanin (21.6 micromoles per gram). This nutrient is
particularly beneficial for helping to reduce cholesterol levels. Researchers
think it does so by encouraging your body to make less LDL, the “bad”
cholesterol. Other strains of broccoli are also good sources of this nutrient,
containing about 6.9 micromoles per gram, as is cauliflower. Otherwise,
this nutrient is difficult to come by in nature. Competitive bodybuilders often
have issues with high LDL levels - or bad cholesterol ratios.

MORE 
BROCCOLI
BENEFITS

BY STEVE STIEFEL FOOD & SUPPS NUTRITION SCIENCE

■ For years FLEX has
recommended that bodybuilders 
drink plenty of black coffee 
every day. And we’re happy (and 
a bit surprised) to welcome the 
news that a US dietary panel 
made a similar recommendation 
earlier this year: every healthy 
adult should drink three to 
five cups of black coffee per 
day for optimal health. That’s 
particularly good news for 
bodybuilders who are trying 
to cut body fat while staying 
energised for hard workouts. 
Here are five ways black coffee 
helps support your gains. 

1 Coff ee boosts strength 
when consumed before 

workouts. Researchers 
believe caff eine blunts 
the pain associated with 
anaerobic training,  helping 
you push beyond your 
previous bests.

2 Coffee helps you 
recover from intense 

training. Coffee’s antioxidants 
help fight the free radicals 
generated during training. 
 Coffee pre- and post-workouts 
will help reduce oxidative 
damage from these harmful 
chemicals that are a by-
product of intense workouts.

3 Coff ee helps reduce 
stored body fat. Caff eine 

stimulates your CNS and 
supports energy expenditure 
by releasing stored fat. So 
coff ee not only helps you fuel 
activity, but it also does so by 
burning body fat - each cup 
contains between 60 and 100mg 
of caff eine. That’s why you fi nd 
caff eine in most fat-burning 
and pre-workout supplements. 

4 Coff ee is the greatest 
source of antioxidants 

in the Western diet. That isn’t 
to say it’s the food highest in 
antioxidants, but we consume 
so much coff ee that we get 
more of these nutrients 
from it than from any other 
food source.

5 Coff ee is low in calories. 
Each (black) cup has 

about 10 calories and is loaded 
with nutrients that support 
your training goals. That means 
coff ee-loving bodybuilders can 
drink as much as they want.

FOOD OF  THE MONTH

BLACK 
COFFEE
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FOOD & SUPPS BY STEVEN STIEFEL

THE GET
BIG PLAN

MAKING SIZEABLE GAINS IN MUSCLE
MASS REQUIRES EATING PLENTY OF
PROTEIN AND CALORIES EVERY DAY

I’m a hard-gainer on a high-protein
diet. But I’m still not adding much
muscle mass compared with my

training partner. How much more
protein should I eat?

You didn’t tell us how much you’re consuming,
so let’s say you weigh about 72 kilograms and you’re
consuming at least 2 grams of protein per kilo of body
weight per day. You may even be taking in considerably
more protein than this. The question you really want
an answer to is: what adjustments should I make to
my diet to add more muscle mass?

CONSUME
MORE TOTAL
CALORIES
Everyone gains
when they
consume enough
calories. You
should consume
20 to 22 calories
for each pound
of body weight
every day. That
means somewhere
between 3200
and 3520 calories
per day for a 72kg
male. You have to
eat multiple meals
a day to overcome
hard-gainer status.

EMPHASISE
THE RIGHT
CARBS
While you can get
away with a certain
amount of junk
food as a hard-
gainer, specific
types of carbs
are important for
supporting insulin
release at the time
of day when you
want it and at other
times when you
don’t. Get 30 to 50
grams of dextrose
(or sucrose)
immediately after
you finish every
workout (with
the same amount
of protein). This
will help refeed
muscles for much
better recovery
and growth. At
other times of the
day, emphasise
complex carbs
such as sweet
potato, brown
rice and oatmeal
as well as starchy
ones such as pasta
and bread. You
need to get in at
least 300g carbs
daily. Target even
more until you start
adding more body
fat than muscle
mass.

CONSUME
MORE
DIETARY FATS
The good news
for hard-gainers is
that they can take
in more fats than
those who are
trying to reduce
body fat. You can
choose fattier
types of meat and
drink whole milk to
help you achieve
this. (See Food
Fight on p34 for
more on this topic.)

HIT IT AND
QUIT IT
Keep in mind that
training harder
and longer burns
more calories.
Hard-gainers need
to work out with
intensity about
four times a week
for no more than
60 minutes per
session. Beyond
that, you’re merely
tearing down
muscle tissue and
creating a need for
the consumption
of more nutrients.

GET 30 TO
50 GRAMS OF
DEXTROSE

(OR SUCROSE)
IMMEDIATELY

AFTER YOU
FINISH EVERY

WORKOUT

SOS
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TIMING IS 
EVERYTHING
At certain times 
of day, you want 
slow-digesting 
carbs; at others, 
you want fast-
digesting carbs. 
Fast-digesting 
carbs increase 
insulin release, 
which drives both 
muscle-building 
and body-fat 
storage, depending 
on when you

CARBCONTROL
HOW MANY CARBS CAN I TAKE IN AND STAY LEAN?

The number of carbs you need to stay lean is 
considerably more than the amount you should consume 

to get lean. Cutting carbs helps you reduce body fat, but it also
impacts your ability to increase muscle mass. If you’re already 
lean—and you want to stay that way—but your goal is to add 
muscle mass, try the following: 

Take in about 4.5 grams of carbs for every kilo of body 
weight each day.

This means that if you weigh 68kgs, you should get in 300 
grams of carbs, and a 90kg lean bodybuilder should take in 
about 400. But that doesn’t mean you can take in any carb you 
want at any time of day. Look at the following tips for guidance 
on which carbs to consume and w

KNOW 
YOUR CARBS
Here’s a short list 
of the different 
types of carbs:

SLOW-DIGESTING 
Yams, brown rice, 
buckwheat pan-
cakes, oatmeal

FAST-DIGESTING 
Sugar, honey, 
syrup

STARCHY 
Pasta, whole-

h t b d hit

BREAKFAST
100g of slow-
digesting, 
fibrous carbs 
Example 
Oatmeal, orange

MID-MORNING

QUICK CARB GUIDE 
Here’s how much and what 
types of carbs you should 
consume if you weigh 80kgs, 
especially when your goal is to 
keep growing without adding
body fat.

POST-
WORKOUT
50g of fast- 
digesting carbs
Example Sugar

DINNER
60g of
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Carbs are not the bad guys they’ve been made 
out to be. Carbs provide energy and help spare 
the protein that builds muscle mass.
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L-CARNITINE
Recent studies
show that muscle
tissue damage
is reduced by
40 percent when
supplementing with
L-carnitine. The
amino acid also
acts as a fat burner,
increasing the
body’s capabilities
to convert stored fat
directly into energy.

BETA-ALANINE
Beta-alanine
increases the
levels of carnosine.
Carnosine allows
for a speedy
muscle recovery,
an increase in
endurance and
strength elevation.
Beta-alanine
works best when
taken in smaller
doses (~800mg)
3-4 times a day.

TAURINE
This amino acid
is best known for
its ability to draw
water into the
muscles, similar
to creatine. Taurine
has also been
proven to prevent
muscle cramping
through electrolyte 
regulation,
increase force
output and dilate
blood vessels.

RELOAD
WHAT YOU TAKE AFTER
WORKOUTS MATTERS. CHOOSE
C:VOL TO ENHANCE RECOVERY.

You just finished an intense lifting session.
What’s next? At this point, you have your

macronutrients covered in your post-workout meal.
Proteins, carbohydrates, fats are all in check. But
what should you take in between your workout
and your meal? With your muscles becoming
insulin sensitive - and depleted of nutrients -
a post-workout supplement can be crucial
for full recovery. One important nutrient in
need of replenishing is creatine. During a
weightlifting session, your body processes
all of its creatine stores in order to generate 
strength. After finishing up the session,
your muscle activity is significantly
increased, making it the optimal time
for you to replenish the stores to ensure
recovery. Ensuring that creatine enters
the bloodstream and that the muscles
maximally absorb it are both crucial for
recovery. There are several other key supps
available that quicken recovery time, including:

Could Saffron Be the Next BigWeightlifting Supplement?
Saffron gets its bright orange-red color from carotenoid,
an antioxidant that is thought to have anti-inflammatory 
properties. Adding the ancient spice to your food
can pay big dividends. One study showed men
who ate 300 milligrams of saffron before training
produced 63 percent more isometric force and
reported less delayed onset muscle soreness 
than men who took a placebo.
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■ This fad promised
weight loss by eating
as much cabbage
soup as you wanted
so long as you cut
calories elsewhere.
The downside:
without protein, you’d
lose muscle and fat.
However, with a high-
protein diet, the soup
can help you shed
body fat.

Ingredients
1 large head of

cabbage
2 large brown

onions
½ bunch of celery
1 packet French

onion soup mix
(2 servings)

3 chicken stock
cubes

Directions
Chop the vegetables
and dump all the
ingredients into a
pot with 1 litre of
water. Bring to a
boil, lower heat and
simmer until the
vegetables soften.
Use this broth as
the basis for your
meals. Add beef,
chicken breasts
or boiled eggs.

Spice it up
Add coriander,
jalapeños, garlic, dil
and other spices.
You can also include
other high-fibre, low-
calorie vegetables
such as broccoli and
cauliflower. Or add
raw bean sprouts as
a crunchy garnish
that’s on your diet.

Per serving
(makes 10 servings)

Calories 55
Protein 1g
Fat 0g
Carbs 11g
Fibre 4g
Sodium 500mg

THE CASE 
FOR CHEATING
ADDING CHEAT MEALS TO YOUR DIET CAN LEAD TO BETTER GAINS

Rigorously following a strict diet undercuts your ability to increase muscle mass. 
Cheating all the time will undermine your ability to grow and stay lean. But including a 

cheat meal or two each week will increase your body’s ability to add muscle mass - if 
you know when to cheat and when to stay on point. 

CHEATING IMPROVES 
FOCUS AND ENERGY
Time these so they fall 
the day before your hardest 
workouts. Consuming 
considerably more 
carbohydrates, calories and 
dietary fats will improve 
your focus and energy. 
Many bodybuilders opt to 
include a large cheat meal 
in the evening two days 
per week as opposed to 
cheating all day.

CHEATING HELPS 
RESTOCK GLYCOGEN
On a strict low-carb diet, 
your body has trouble 
restocking the muscle 
glycogen you burn during 
training. This means the next 
time you train, you’ll have 
less stored fuel available. 
Prevent this by taking in 
fast-digesting carbs 
immediately after training. 
But a large cheat meal after 
training also helps replenish 
glycogen levels. 

CHEATING RAMPS 
UP METABOLIC RATE 
One reason you stop 
burning body fat while 
dieting is that metabolic 
rate (the amount of calories 
you burn naturally) begins 
to stall. Cheat meals can 
help keep your metabolic 
rate elevated, allowing you 
to burn more body fat over 
the long haul. After intense 
exercise, digestion is one 
of the ways our body 
expends the most calories. 

CABBAGE 
SOUP FOR 
LIFTERS... 
REALLY?

FOOD & SUPPSMYTH BUSTERSBY STEVEN STIEFEL
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Consuming
whole milk

can help
slow protein
absorption
and reduce

inopportune
insulin

releases

■ At all times of day except around your workouts. The reason you’re likely drinking milk is for its
high protein content and calories. Whole milk is better when you factor in both of these reasons. It also
causes less insulin release. On the other hand, skim milk is a reasonable substitute for a post-workout
shake, containing very little fat and a fairly equal amount of protein and carbs from sugar (lactose). Take  
in the low-fat form after training if you don’t have a protein shake available. 

GO WITH
WHOLE MILK

Back in the 1950s,
bodybuilders had few options

for protein products, many of which
tasted terrible and were likely hard
to digest. That’s why many muscle
builders turned to milk for its relatively
high protein content and its easy-
to-swallow calories. Today, milk
has fallen out of favour with many
bodybuilders, but it still remains a
great food for young bodybuilders
seeking to add mass. The question,
though, is: which type of milk is best?

Often bodybuilders turn to skim
milk because it provides more
protein per calorie. But that doesn’t
necessarily make it a better choice.
Whole milk contains plenty of
dietary fats (including 4.6 grams of
saturated fats in a 240ml glass) that
will help slow down the absorption
of protein while also reducing the
release of insulin at the times of
day when you don’t want that. All
of which translates to a steady
release of muscle-building protein.  

WHOLE VS.
IT DOES A BODY GOOD, BUT WHICH  
VERSION IS THE BEST?

SKIMMILK
475 ML

WHOLE MILK
475 ML

FATS (G)

15.9

CARBS (G)

23.4

PROTEIN (G)

15.4

CALORIES

298

FATS (G)

0.4

CALORIES

167
PROTEIN (G)

16.5
CARBS (G)

24.3
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DIRECTIONS
1 Grill chicken

breast.

2 In a large
salad bowl,

mix greens and
all remaining
ingredients.
Place in a
serving bowl.

3 When
chicken

breast is
cooked, place
on a cutting
board, slice and
distribute atop
the salad. Serve.

DUDE FOODBY CARLO FILIPPONE

PROTEIN
AND GREENS

LEMON GRILLED-CHICKEN SALAD
SERVES 1

INGREDIENTS
Mixed greens
1 chicken breast
1 medium
cucumber, sliced
½ avocado,
peeled and sliced
Juice of 1 lemon
1 tbsp extra
virgin olive oil
1 pinch dry
oregano
2 pinches
sea salt
Black pepper,
to taste
¼ tsp minced
garlic
2 tbsp kalamata
olives, sliced

en breast can  
laced with a 170g 
una for variety.

CALORIES

364
PROTEIN

40G
FAT

13G
CARBS

20G

ABOUT THE CHEF
A three-time body-
building champ, Carlo
Filippone is the CEO of
Elite Lifestyle Cuisine.
elitelifestyle
cuisine.com
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TEST BOOSTERS
For men, testosterone’s functions can’t be
overlooked if the goal is to keep your sex and

gym lives healthy. The hormone plays a key role in both
building lean muscle mass and maintaining a healthy
reproductive system. Take a look at this compilation of
proven test-boosting ingredients to see how they can
help you keep your test levels in top shape.

CAESALPINIA BENTHAMIANA
C. benthamiana is an African tropical
plant extract well known for its ability
to increase testosterone and sex drive.
It works by elevating both libido and
nitric oxide production in the body,
an effective combination when looking
to increase testosterone levels.

D-ASPARTIC ACID The amino acid
functions by inducing luteinising hormone
secretion in the brain. This function is key
in stimulating both testosterone synthesis
and protein synthesis, meaning you’re
not only increasing testosterone but also
keeping your body in an anabolic state.

TRIBULUS Tribulus boosts
testosterone through two methods.
First, its high saponin contents allow
it to create a natural testosterone boost.
Secondly, tribulus increases luteinising
hormone, which is crucial for optimising
testosterone. A trial performed on
pro athletes saw significant strength
and lean muscle mass gains in those
supplementing with tribulus compared
with a placebo.

ZINC Zinc’s importance to your body
goes far beyond testosterone boosting.
This essential mineral is also crucial for
proper growth, healthy eyesight and
maintenance of an overall healthy body.

TRAIN, EAT AND TAKE THE RIGHT SUPPLEMENTS TO KEEP T LEVELS HIGH

FENUGREEK EXTRACT Studies
show that fenugreek extract boosts
testosterone levels through its high
saponin content. Saponins are chemical
compounds that boost bioavailable
testosterone, reduce body fat and
increase muscle mass. A study from
Texas A&M University’s Exercise and
Nutrition Lab, US, found that fenugreek
paired with exercise had a significant
impact on strength and muscle increases.

FOOD & SUPPS SPOTLIGHT BY RAZVAN RADU 
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SILVER TREVALLY HAS FIRM
FLESH WITH A SWEET, DELICATE
FLAVOUR AND FEW BONES.
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PLENTY
OF FISH

You have two choices
when it comes to fish:

tuna or salmon, right? They’re
easy to find and prepare. But
silver trevally has low mercury
and high protein – 17 grams in
an 85g serving – making this 
meal a worthy sub.

DIRECTIONS
1 Preheat oven

to 200°C.
Place a frypan
over medium
heat and add
2 teaspoons
oil. Add garlic,
reduce heat to
medium-low and
cook 2 minutes.

2Add
tomatoes

with juice and
salt and pepper.
Simmer 20
minutes.

INGREDIENTS
2 tsp + ¼ tsp
olive oil
½ clove garlic
1 can diced
tomatoes
1 pinch salt and
black pepper
170g silver
trevally
½ tbsp fresh
parsley, chopped

CALORIES

296
PROTEIN

33G

FAT

16G
CARBS

5G

SPANISH TREVALLY
SERVES 1

3While sauce
cooks,

brush fish with
remaining oil
and season well
with salt and
pepper. Bake
until just done in
the centre, 12-15 
minutes.

4Add parsley
to sauce,

season to taste
with salt and
pepper and
remove from
heat. Spoon
sauce over fish 
and serve.
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KUC
THE DUAL CAREERS OF FIREMAN-
PARAMEDIC AND MR OLYMPIA 
HOPEFUL STEVE KUCLO

When her heart stopped, the 777 was cruising at an altitude of 30,000 
feet. Three hours prior, she’d suffered severe abdominal pain. Then, when 
an announcement asked if there were any emergency personnel on the 

flight from Rio de Janeiro to Miami, it was American firefighter-paramedic Steve 
Kuclo who responded to assist the Brazilian woman. She seemingly recovered. But 
later, her husband noticed she wasn’t breathing. A worried flight attendant retrieved 
Kuclo again. He carried the woman to the back of the plane. There, for 40 minutes 
until the jet emergency-landed in Costa Rica, he did all he could with the available 
medical equipment to save her life. She couldn’t be revived. Death is a familiar 
aspect in one of Kuclo’s jobs. What made this valiant lifesaving attempt unique 
was its stark proximity to his other, more celebrated job. He was returning from 
Rio last April 27, having won the Arnold Classic Brazil the day before.

BY GREG MERRITT  
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STEVE KUCLO
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“BE PATIENT. CONSISTENCY IS THE KEY TO BODYBUILDING SUCCESS,
AND AGE IS ON YOUR SIDE. A LOT OF GUYS WANT TO RUSH THINGS.
BUT YOU JUST HAVE TO PUT IN THE TIME, CONSISTENTLY EATING
RIGHT AND TRAINING RIGHT. ALSO, MAKE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR
PRIORITIES STRAIGHT. GET YOUR SCHOOLWORK DONE AND
DO EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO DO OUTSIDE OF BODYBUILDING.”

ORIGINS
Born an only child
in suburban Detroit
on August 15, 1985,
Steve Kuclo grew up
playing hockey and
football. When the
17-year-old attended
the 2003 Arnold
Classic, he was awed
by the immensity of
winner Jay Cutler and
third-place finisher
Markus Rühl. “I was
seeing the guys from
the magazines in
person, and it made
me want to be up
there one day,” he
remembers. The
following year,
working with training
partner Justin
Harris, 96kg
Kuclo entered and
won a local teen
contest, the Michigan
teen title and the Teen
Nationals heavyweight
class. (Light-heavy
Jason Huh won the
overall.) He was thick
for an 18-year-old.
And after turning
19, he let his weight
balloon to what he
calls a “puffy” 123 –
the sort of off-season
tally his idols hit.

In 2005, 180cm Kuclo was the
prohibitive favourite for the Teen
Nationals overall. It wasn’t to be.
He repeated as heavy victor but
couldn’t haul home the heaviest
hardware. (Cutler did the same thing
in 1993, losing the overall to Branch
Warren.) “It was frustrating but not
discouraging,” he states. “You want
to win it all. But winning your class is
a big achievement, too.” When asked
to describe his training in his late
teens and early 20s, Kuclo answers,
“It was just real heavy. I did a lot of
basic movements. I trained heavier
than I do now because I didn’t
realise how strong I was then.”

I can attest to his strength
then. In July 2007, I was at a FLEX

KUCLO’S TEEN ADVICE

workout photo shoot with 21-year-
old Kuclo and Harris in which the
former squatted 266 for a deep
double and leg-pressed 468 (all the
plates the machine would hold, plus
a 100kg dumbbell along for the ride)
for a deep eight. And that was in
pre-contest mode.

He was doing modified Doggcrapp
(DC). “I kind of hate to bring that up,
because whenever there’s an article
with me mentioning DC, I get 20
emails from guys asking if I still do
DC and what they should do. I’m not
the DC guy,” he says with a laugh.
“That was a long time ago now,
but we did a lot of HIT-style training
back then, including DC. Lots of
low-volume, rest-pause stuff.”

In this 2007 
FLEX photo 
shoot, 21-year-
old Kuclo 
squats 266kg. 
Justin Harris 
spots.
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Day 1 
Hamstrings, 
abdominals
Day 2  
Chest
Day 3  
Off (work) 
Day 4  
Back
Day 5  
Quadriceps 
Day 6
Off (work) 
Day 7
Arms, 
abdominals
Day 8
Shoulders, 
abdominals
Day 9
Off (work)

when he has opportunities to nod off in the 
sleeping quarters, he won’t slip into an REM 
cycle. At best, it’s a light nap during which he 
remains alert enough to spring into action 
at a moment’s notice. “Depending on how 
many calls we get, I’m often really feeling 
[the lack of quality sleep] for the next day or 
even two days,” he states. “It’s not ideal for 
bodybuilding recovery.”

I ask Kuclo what his co-workers think of his 
other career. “If it was more of a hobby, they 
might give me a harder time,” he answers. “But 
they know the level I’m at, and they think it’s 
really cool, and they’re real supportive of it. 
They’re not like, ‘What are you eating, and why 
you gotta eat that?’ They know how important 
eating the right things is to me.” He explains 
that there have been emergencies when his 
strength has been a tremendous asset, such 
as when lifting a particularly heavy person.

And as for the ways his firefighter-
paramedic job helps his other occupation, 
he says, “It gives me a break every now and 
then from bodybuilding. It gives me another 
focus. And for eight years, it’s been a steady 
source of income.” But when he’s coming 
off another 24-hour shift of ambulance duty 
without sleep, he wonders if the drowsy 
downside may be preventing him from 
fulfilling his potential now that he’s among 
the world’s top 10 bodybuilders.

KUCLO’S
TRAINING 
SPLIT

EMERGENCIES 
Planning to work in Detroit’s 
car industry, Kuclo studied 
mechanical engineering at the 
Univer sity of Michigan. But local 
car plants were closing. A close 
friend was a fireman– a career that 
had long intrigued Kuclo. He began 
his EMT and firefighting training 
in August 2005. Two years later, 
not long after that workout just 
discussed, he relocated to Dallas 
for the job he’s held ever since. 
He works 24-hour shifts then 
gets the next 48 hours off.

There’s a small gym at the 
firehouse, but Kuclo rarely uses it. 
He’s hesitant about a call interrupting 
his workout. Instead, he does a 
two-on, one-off split, training only 
on his non-work days. It certainly 
maximises rest, as Kuclo hits every 
body part other than abs only once 
every nine days. “This split works 
for me and my work schedule,” 
he explains. “The thing is, if I’m on 
ambulance duty [as opposed to 
fire-truck duty], I sometimes don’t 
get any sleep at all during those 24 
hours. Dallas is a busy city.” 

He averages 10 to 15 calls in a 
shift, but he has gone out on as 
many as 25. He prepares his own 
meals in the kitchen, and he jokes 
that as soon as he sits down to 
take that first bite of steak a call 
invariably comes in. Likewise, even 
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STAGES 
The road to that 
top 10 sometimes 
looked inevitable and 
sometimes seemed 
improbable. He has an 
aesthetic structure and 
preternatural proclivity to 
gain muscle – resulting in 
especially dense arms, 
legs and delts, not to 
mention the best calves 
in the sport. Still, high-def 
detailing has never come 
easy to Kuclo. As a result, 
his pursuit of a pro card 
in the NPC superheavy 
class was a dizzying 
roller-coaster ride. 

One month after the 
previously mentioned leg 
workout, weighing 117kg, 
he finished eighth in the 
2007 North American 
Championships. Leaner 
the next year, the 
23-year-old shot up to 
third at the Nationals. 
That made him the 
Nats overall favourite in 
2009, but his scarcity of 
cuts that year sent him 
plummeting to a humbling 
13th, lost among the not-
so-super supers. Then, 
after a sixth at the 2010 
USA (his teen nemesis 
Huh took the class and 
overall), “Kingsnake” 
climbed back to third at 
the 2010 Nats.

“A lot of it was growing 
pains,” he states. “I was 
balancing a lot with the 
job as a firefighter. And 
when you’re coming 
up the ranks, it’s blood, 
sweat and tears getting 
there [to pro status]. 
And it was just a learning 
process with the prep, 
too. Does this work for 
me? Does cutting water 
for a couple days work 
best or one day? We tried 
different diet styles.” The 
“we” is he and nutritionist 

KUCLO’S  
TRAINING 
EDICTS

■  Leave your ego 
at the door. 

■  It’s not about 
working the 
weight. It’s 
about making 
the weight 
work for you.

■  The key to getting 
big isn’t training, 
it’s eating. Be 
consistent with 
your meals to 
take in enough 
quality protein 
throughout  
the day.

■  Train smarter, 
not necessarily 
harder or heavier.

■  Be efficient. 
Don’t just do
a movement 
to do a 
movement.
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Hany Rambod, whom he started
working with after the disastrous
2009 Nationals. They put it together
at the 2011 USA, where 115kg Kuclo
beat Juan Morel in the super class
and Jonathan DeLaRosa for the
overall. He was still only 25 – the
same age Phil Heath was when
he took the 2006 USA.

Kingsnake has been more
consistent in his nine pro contests,
including a third in his 2012 debut, a
win at the 2013 Europa Super Show,
another victory (but not without
controversy) at the 2014 Arnold
Classic Brazil and his breakthrough
ninth in last year’s Mr Olympia.
(He and Juan Morel have a bizarre
streak going. Including the 2011 USA,
they’ve been separated by only one
place in all seven contests in which
they’ve faced each other! Kuclo
has the edge: six to one.) “It was

definitely what I needed to go to that
next level,” he says of 2014, a year in
which he competed six times, made
four posedowns, and got that crucial
single-digit Olympia finish.

TRANSITIONS
Kuclo’s DC and HIT workouts are now
just memories. When Rambod was
his nutritionist, he adopted FST-7
workouts, which focus on a final
pump in each routine. After recently
hiring Neil Hill, he’s been following Hill’s
Y3T system, which prescribes one
week of lower
reps, one week
of moderate
reps and a third
week of both
higher reps
and intensity.

“I’M BIG ON FORM AND 
BEING EFFICIENT WITH THE 
MOVEMENTS WHILE 
FOCUSING ON THE MIND-
TO-MUSCLE CONNECTION.” 

“I respond best to volume,” Kuclo 
says. “A lot of sets and reps.” As 
an example, he averages 22 to 24 
working sets for quads, ploughing 
through that tally with his training 
partner, 2012 Jr. USA champ Dan 
Newmire. “I’m pretty basic, and I’m 
big on form and being efficient with 
the movements while focusing on the 
mind-to-muscle connection. I also 
like to do things like supersets and 
dropsets, which Neil is big on as well.” 

On August 15, Kuclo turned 30, 
and 2015 is already proving to be 
a pivotal year for him. In addition 
to his new trainer-nutritionist, he 
also has two new sponsors, AMI/

STEVE KUCLO
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Weider Publications and 
AllMax Nutrition. Most 
importantly, he has a new 
wife. He married bikini 
pro Amanda Latona (now 
Kuclo) on February 7. (A 
former FLEX Bikini Model 
Search winner, she was 
featured on the US June 
2011 cover.) Though he 
likely already has enough 
points to qualify for the 
Olympia, he plans to 
compete in the Wings of 
Strength a month before 
the O and go to Vegas on 
a victorious note. He was 
the youngest member of 
the Olympia top 10 last 
year, and he’s looking to 
crack the top six this year 
and establish himself 
as a millennial who can 
move into contention 
as 40-somethings near 
the top move out. 

To do so, he may be 
making another crucial 
change – retiring from 
the Dallas fire service. 
“It’s getting to the point 
where I think I’m ready for 
a transition,” he states. 
“It’s just too hard with 
the lack of sleep and the 
pre-contest schedule to 
make the kind of gains I 
need to make [especially 
to his chest and back] and 
focus entirely on pre-
contest prep. I’m able to 
make a decent living off 
bodybuilding now, and it 
may be time to focus on it 
exclusively.” Twelve years 
after an awestruck teen 
watched now four-time 
Mr O Jay Cutler win, that 
fan is now a top pro. And 
he wants to see just how 
high he can climb. FLEX

WHY KINGSNAKE?
“WHEN I WAS 18, I HAD A MUSTANG COBRA, AND I WAS IN A CAR 
CLUB. SO IN THE CLUB’S FORUM, I USED THE NAME KINGSNAKE. 
AND I JUST TRANSFERRED THAT TO MY NAME ON BODYBUILDING 
FORUMS. FROM THEN IT JUST KIND OF STUCK. WHEN I STARTED 
TO GET PUBLICITY, OTHER PEOPLE APPLIED IT TO ME.”
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JOSHUA LENARTOWICZ
HAS RISEN FROM RUNT

OF THE LITTER TO
IFBB PRO. HERE’S THE

LOWDOWN ON
“BIG JOSH”

BY GARY PHILLIPS
PHOTOGRAPHS BY GARY PHILLIPS



Working out at Doherty’s 
gym in Brunswick, Victoria before his 

Pro-debut at the Arnold Classic
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JOSHUA LENARTOWICZ

Name: Joshua Lenartowicz
Date of birth: 05/04/1983
Birth place: Sale, Gippsland, 
Victoria
Height: 177cm
Contest weight: 120kg 
Off season weight: 142kg
Occupation: online coach, personal 
trainer at Doherty’s Gym, Brunswick
Why did you start weight training? 
I started when I was 14 to improve 
self-esteem and gain confidence 
in myself. I was the youngest and 
smallest of the family (big-sized 
brothers) and there was always 
push-ups, arm wrestling and chin-
up contests and once I was able to 
beat my brothers and my dad I got 
the feeling that I could beat anyone. 
I wanted to progress and I found 
that in the gym I could continuously 
progress. Oh, plus my brother was 
doing it and he got all the girls, so 
that was enticing at that age! 
Where do you train? Doherty’s in 
Brunswick, Melbourne.
Do you have a training partner? 
No but I would love one.
Favourite exercise? Flat dumbbell 
press
Hate-to-do exercise? Barbell bicep 
curls
The one exercise everyone must do?  
Squats
Most memorable competition 
moment? I have two. Most recently, 
the Arnold Classic Australia. Having 
the whole crowd go off when 
I stepped on stage and seeing 
Arnold’s face when I was posing, 
was as close to an outer body 
experience as I have had. 

The second one is my first show. 
My dad was getting his kidney 
removed on the day of the show 
due to the cancer. I wanted to pull 

out of the prep but he told me to 
continue doing it because it gave 
him strength and took his mind 
off things (I think he wanted me to 
keep my mind off worrying about 
him). I was a Junior and I didn’t 
expect to place, but I won! Not only 
that, there was an overall title I 
wasn’t aware of, but as the winner 
of the Juniors it was compulsory 
to compete in it and I was blessed 
enough to win that. Winning wasn’t 
the important part. It was that I 
had been given two trophies - one 
for me and one for my dad for 
surviving. It represented a great 
triumph for both of us 
Competition diet?  Orange roughy, 
organic chicken breast, grass fed 
eye fillet, sweet potato, baked 
potato, rice, apples, bananas, 
kale, spinach, broccoli, celery, 
rice flakes, oats, almond, organic 
peanut butter, almond spread. 
Worst competition moment?
The first time I competed. My 
knees were shaking out of fear 
and everyone could see. It’s 
probably why they gave me the 
win - out of pity!
What supplements do you use? 
Vitamin B, vitamin D3, zinc, omega 
3/6/9, saw palmento, magnesium, 
multivitamins, Coenzyme Q10, 
calcium, vitamin E, creatine 
monohydrate, whey protein isolate, 
glutamine, L-carnitine, D-aspartic 
acid, tribulas, BCAAs 
Any sponsors? Elite Gym Equipment 
in Maidstone, Slices Restaurant in 
Caroline Springs, Doherty’s Gym 
and SPL Security Services 
All time favourite cheat meal? Hot 
chips and gravy.
Favourite drink? Nothing tastes as 
good as water on leg day.

LENARTOWICZ’S 
COMPETITION HISTORY

2004
2005
2006

2009
2013

2014

2015

 
INBA 1st place Jr Mr Melbourne
INBA 1st place Overall Mr Melbourne 

 
INBA 1st place Jr Mr Victoria
INBA 1st place Jr Mr Australia 

INBA 1st place Open Mr Victoria
INBA 1st place Overall Mr Victoria
INBA best posing routine 
INBA 2nd place Open Mr Australia
INBA 2nd place Mr Olympia

CAPO Deadlift champion 
National Deadlift record holder 

IFBB 1st place heavy weight 
champion FITX
IFBB 1st place super heavy weight 
Mr Australasia 
South Pacific championships 
guest poser 

IFBB 1st place pro qualifier
IFBB highest placed Aussie at 
Australian Pro show

 
Arnold qualifier guest poser
Arnold Classic Australia 
professional league 
IFBB highest placed Aussie at 
Arnold classic

Left: Tyron 
Veitch 
sponsored me 
at my first show 
in 2004.

Right: posing 
with my brother 

after winning 
the Junior Mr 

Melbourne.
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JOSHUA LENARTOWICZ

Who do you admire most in your 
sport? Tony Doherty. He started 
from the bottom, now he has 
built an empire that others hope 
to emulate. Some may add some 
fancy new ideas to there gyms 
but you cant buy culture and 
passionate, respectful members. 
It’s where the best come to train.

When coming down from the 
country to watch the pro shows 
Tony ran, I always made an 
effort to walk up and thank him 
personally. It’s due to guys like him 
that I can be the bodybuilder I truly 
want to be.

Josh won his 
IFBB Pro Card 
at FitX in 2014.

2
0

6

Mr Victoria 
Open & overall 
champ 2006, 
age 23.

“I STEPPED 
ON STAGE 

AND SEEING
ARNOLD’S 

FACE WHEN I 
WAS POSING 

WAS AS 
CLOSE TO AN 
OUTER BODY 
EXPERIENCE 

AS I HAVE 
HAD.”
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Who do you admire most outside
your sport? Craig Harper. He is the
first person to start a personal
training studio. Now he’s a world-
famous public speaker. What I
admire about him is the person that
he is – his character, his genuine
love for helping others and his no-
bullshit approach to life. The best
part is that he’s also a friend.
Who has had the most impact
on your life?
Jesus Christ. Whether you believe
he is the son of god or not, he is a
moralistic genius whose teachings
changed the world. Our whole
timeline is based on his life and
he is the only man to conquer the
grave so I put my faith in him.
How has weight training affected
your life and sport? If you think
of life like a compass – the up
the down and the sides - the
north represents mentors and
inspirations, the south represents
giving back and mentoring to
others and the east and west
represents relationships and
friendships. Bodybuilding has given
me a balance of all of these things.
It’s more than a body, it’s a vessel
to impact lives and to add value in
all areas of life.
Goals and aspirations for your
future in your sport? Top 5 at the
Mr Olympia (best of the best), win
an Arnold classic, plus be 130kgs 
shredded!
Hopes and ambitions for your 
personal life?
I want to run a lot of seminars and 
make a famous clothing line called 
King or Slave - because each day, 
no matter how hard life is, it’s your 
choice to be a king and conquer 
your day or be a slave and let it 
conquer you.
The best tip you could pass on to 
someone starting off in your sport? 
Train your ass off, lift heavy with 

quality form, see a good masseur, 
get a coach or mentor that can 
help guide you, don’t try and 
reinvent the wheel with fancy 
training methods.  It’s all about 
progressive overload and quality 
nutrition.
Best biggest lift. 100kg dumbbell 
press or 340kg deadlift.

Your best body part? Shoulders. 
Even in a rear double bicep it 
seems to be rear double shoulders, 
I even cut training for shoulders 
through most of my prep but I have 
smashed them over the years, 
twice a week
Anything you would like to improve? 
From a competitive aspect I need 
to focus on lower lats, triceps, 
legs (especially hamstrings), plus 
tighten up obliques and increase 
upper chest thickness.FLEX

Time under tension
Progressive overload
Building sets
Never pausing of locking out
within the movements
Maximum rest before the
last set
One overload set per exercise

LENARTOWICZ’S
TRAINING TECHNIQUES

Monday Back & Biceps

Tuesday Chest & triceps

Wednesday Hamstrings & Calves

Thursday Shoulders & traps

Friday Arms

Saturday   Quads & Calves 

Sunday  rest

LENARTOWICZ’S
TYPICAL TRAININGWEEK

Josh made his Pro Debut at the first 
Arnold Classic Australia  in 2015.

JOSHUA LENARTOWICZ



The New Range
from Healthy Way!

GRI LED CHICKEN W ITH  
QUINOA GREEK SALAD

Ingredients

• 225g Healthy Way Tricolour Quinoa

•  25g Butter

• 1 Red Chilli, deseeded and finely chopped

• 1 Garlic Clove, crushed

•  400g Chicken mini fillets

• 1½ Tablespoons Extra-Virgin Olive Oil

• 300g Vine Tomatoes, roughly chopped

• Handful pitted black Kalamata Olives

• 1 Red Onion, finely sliced

• 100g Feta Cheese, crumbled

•  Small bunch of Mint Leaves, chopped

• ½ Lime Juice and Zest

• 1 Lebanese Cucumber, coarsely chopped 
 
 
 
 
 

**Healthy Way Buckwheat Puffs 50g **Healthy Way Teff 300g **Healthy Way Tricolour Quinoa 400g**Healthy Way Quinoa Flakes 250g

Method

Cook the Quinoa following the pack 
instructions, then rinse in cold water  
and drain thoroughly.

Meanwhile, mix the butter, chilli and garlic 
into a paste. Toss the chicken fillets in 2 
tablespoons of olive oil with some seasoning.

Lay chicken in a hot griddle pan and  
cook for 3-4 minutes each side or until 
cooked through. 

Transfer to a plate and dot with the spicy 
butter paste and set  aside to melt.

Mix the tomatoes, olives, onion, feta and 
mint into a bowl. Toss in the cooked quinoa. 
Stir through the remaining olive oil, lime 
juice and zest, and season well. Serve with 
the chicken  fillets and Cucumber on top, 
drizzled with any buttery chicken juices.

1•

2•

3•

4•

5•

*RECEIVE AN EXTRA 10% OFF ANY
HEALTHY WAY PRODUCT PURCHASE
*Must present coupon in-store to receive discount.
Valid until 30th Nov 2015
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SAILOR STRENGTH
Popeye was right. Swedish
researchers discovered
that nitrates - naturally
occurring compounds
found in spinach - work to
improve muscular strength.

SNACK
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A SMALL MEAL IN BETWEEN BIG MEALS CAN STOKE 
YOUR METABOLISM AND KEEP YOUR MUSCLES
GROWING - BUT ONLY IF IT’S GOT ALL THE RIGHT
MACROS. FUEL YOUR BODY SMARTER WITH THESE  
THREE QUICK AND EASY SNACKS.

TEX-MEX PINWHEELS
Serves 4
Who says pinwheels are just for school
lunch boxes? This superfast grown-
up version has it all: a good amount
of protein, plenty of fat-fighting fibre
(gracias, pinto beans), and a little kick
from the pickled jalapeños to wake up 
your taste buds.

Ingredients
1½ cups fat-free
refried beans
4 (20cm) whole-
meal tortillas
115g shredded
cheddar cheese
¼ cup pickled
jalapeño, sliced
4 cups baby 
spinach

Directions

1 Spread an even
amount of the

refried beans on
each tortilla, leaving
about 1cm from the
edge open. Sprinkle
an even amount of
the cheese and
jalapeño over the
beans. Top with
spinach and roll 
tightly.

2 Slice into 2.5cm
pieces and

spear each with
a toothpick or
wooden skewer
to hold together.

Per serving

CALORIES

309
PROTEIN (G)  

15
CARBS (G)  

31
FATS (G)  

13

BY MATTHEW KADEY, M.S., R.D. PHOTOGRAPHS BY TRAVIS RATHBONE
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CALORIES COUNT
The most energy-dense snack in this feature is the jerky trail mix,
which clocks in at 311 calories. Cap any snack at 350 calories; if
you go beyond that, you’ve stepped into meal territory.

  JERKY TRAIL MIX
Serves 6
You don’t have to be lost in the 
woods to reap the benefits of this 
riff on trail mix. Jerky cranks up the 
protein numbers, while the hunger-
quelling healthy fats in the nuts 
help tame any vending-machine 
temptations. Plain popcorn provides 
antioxidants and fibre.

Ingredients
4 cups plain, air-popped popcorn
115g jerky, chopped
½ cup unsalted roasted almonds
½ cup unsalted roasted cashews 
¼ cup unsalted shelled pumpkin 
seeds (pepitas) 
2/3 cup dried cherries 
1/3 cup unsweetened dried 
coconut flakes

Directions

Per serving
CALORIES

311
PROTEIN (G)

15
CARBS (G)

30
FATS (G)

16

Place all the ingredients in a large 
container and toss to combine. 
Divide mixture among sandwich 
ziplock bags for transport.

LOVE BITES

BOUNCE 
BALLS

Bounce creates 
100 percent 
natural and 

delicious 
energy balls 
that are free 
of all artifi cial 
ingredients. 

Keep a couple 
in your gym bag 
or desk drawer 

and you'll 
always have 

a high-protein 
snack ready 

to go. 

SIMPLY 7 
HUMMUS 

CHIPS
These have 50 
per cent less 

fat than regular 
chips. Made 

from chick pea 
fl our, with a 

tasty hummus 
fl avour, they’re 

wheat- and 
trans fat-free, 

and contain 
no artifi cial 
colours or 
fl avours. 

GRAIN 
WAVES

These have 25 
per cent less 

fat than regular 
chips. They’re 

also made with 
wholegrains – 
one 50g serve 
gives you 13 

percent of your 
fi bre RDI, which 
isn’t much, but 
it’s about twice 

as much as 
regular potato 

chips. Also 
lower in salt.

WONDERFUL 
PISTACHIOS
Pistachios are 

a nutritious and 
easy on-the-
go snack. A 

handful of salted 
pistachios 

after exercise 
can provide 
key nutrients 

including 
protein, 

fibre and 
antioxidants.

 

LUCKY 
SMART 
SNAX 

POWER 
A tasty and 
filling mix of 

oven roasted 
peanuts, 
almonds, 
walnuts, 

hazelnuts and 
dark chocolate, 

a handful of 
these mid-

afternoon will 
get you through 
to your evening 

workout. 

ISOWHEY 
PROTEIN 

BALLS
Featuring an 

alkaline plant-
based source 

of protein, 
IsoWhey 

Wholefoods 
Brown Rice 
Protein Balls 
provide 5.8g 

of highly 
bioavailable 
protein per 

serve.

PARKER’S 
PRETZELS

Incredibly 
more-ish, 
Parker’s 

Pretzels are 
a healthier 

substitution for 
chips. Lower 

in calories and 
significantly 

lower in fat than 
potato chips, 
they still have 
a nice salty 
crunch that 

satisfies.

No time to cook? Here are some of our favourite snacks 
to grab on the go – without the side serve of regret...

SNACK ATTACK
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PB&J BLINI 
Serves 5
This twist on PB&J will take you
right back to the playground.
Blini are small pancakes that
can be transformed into
transportable mini nut-butter-
and-jam sandwiches for those
times when you’re feeling
peckish. Also try stuffing them
with a smear of cream cheese.  

Ingredients
½ cup wholemeal
flour or oat flour
½ cup almond flour
½ tsp baking powder
½ tsp baking soda

Salt
2 large eggs
½ cup plus 2 tbsp

milk
¼ cup natural peanut

butter or almond
butter

¼ cup low-sugar jam
of choice
1 tbsp oil or butter 

Directions

1 Combine flours,
baking powder,

baking soda and a
pinch of salt in a
large bowl. In a
separate bowl,
gently beat eggs
and stir in milk. Add
wet ingredients to
dry ingredients and
stir until smooth.
Let batter rest
10 minutes.  

2 Heat oil in a
frypan over

medium heat. By
the tablespoonful,
drop batter into
pan and cook until
edges begin to
brown and
bubbles form on
the surface, about
2 minutes. Flip
over and cook for
1 minute more, or
until golden brown
on the bottom.
Repeat with
remaining batter.
You should have
about 20 mini
pancakes. 

3 Spread 1 tsp
each of nut

butter and jam
on 10 pancakes
and top with
remaining
pancakes. Wrap
in a piece of foil
for transport.

THE
RULES
OF

SNACKING
To make your
snacks work

harder for you
when bridging

the gap
between meals,

take heed
of these

guidelines.

KEEP IT
LIGHT

Remember, it’s a
snack, not a meal.
So cap calories at 

about 350.

UP THE
PROTEIN

To keep muscle
growth going in
full force all day

long, be sure
your snacks

contain some
quality protein.

Shoot for at least  
8 grams.

EAT CLEAN
Snacking is an
opportunity to
work toward

your daily macros
and get the right

vitamins, minerals
and fibre into your
diet. But this will

happen only if
you stick to whole
foods and avoid

the packaged crap
that dumps

unwanted calories
and synthetic

ingredients into
your gut.

PLAY THE
CLOCK

To avoid packing
on fat, most of
your snacking

calories should
come mid-morning
and mid-afternoon.

Try to limit late-
night snacking to
only items rich in
protein, such as
cottage cheese. 

FLEX

FLOUR POWER
Ground from whole
almonds, almond
flour is packed
with heart-healthy
monounsaturated
fat and vitamin E
and also contains
an impressive
one-to-one protein-
to-carb ratio. 
 

Per serving

CALORIES

277
PROTEIN (G)  

11
CARBS (G)  

22
FATS (G)  

17



THE KINGMAKER
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It’s the one we’ve 
been waiting for. 
With each passing 
contest, more talk 

has centred on this September 
and what could happen. Will 
this be the year that third-
place finishers Shawn Rhoden 
(2012, 2014) and Dennis Wolf 
(2013) crack that barrier? Will 
veteran Dexter Jackson shatter 
a record? Will Mamdouh “Big 
Ramy” Elssbiay live up to the 
potential everyone sees in him? 

And then there’s the rivalry 
between the No. 1 bodybuilder 
and the No. 2 bodybuilder 
on the planet for three years 
running, Phil Heath and Kai 
Greene. The latter has watched 
from his second-place perch as 
the former raised the Sandow 
in victory each time. This could 
be the do-or-die moment for the 
challenger. Heath, on the other 
hand, is dominating the sport and 
a fifth win would put him fourth 
on the list of most Olympia titles. 

We take an in-depth look at 
last year’s top five, plus seventh-
place finisher Big Ramy and the 
rest of the talent-laden lineup of 
this year’s O. Note: the following 
list is based on competitors 
qualified at press time. 

A PREVIEW OF THE 2015

AIGHT 
ANT TO STOP HIM. 
NG REMAINS CERTAIN:
WILL RULE THE
KINGDOM. BY DAVE LEE 
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Greene has loads of
muscle but has missed
the mark for the crisp
dryness he showed
earlier in his career.
The crisis is that when
he comes in lighter to
show greater detail, he
sacrifices some fullness
through his chest and
shoulders. Back and legs 
remain strong points
at any body weight,
and if he can nail it, he’s
got the goods to unseat 
the champ. 

KAI
GREENE

50 YEARS OF
MR OLYMPIA
The 13 greatest
bodybuilders of all time 

1965–66 Larry Scott 1967–69 Sergio Oliva

   1970–75 Arnold Schwarzenegger   1976 Franco Columbu  

The four-time champ has been
consistent in his ability to come in
shredded while maintaining fullness.
His degree of detail from head to
toe, in front, back and side poses,
has made him untouchable. His rear
double biceps is the best in the game,
and he has that rare quality that
Arnold described as “muscles coming
to life” when he poses. The Gift is full
of confidence and forces others to
play his game. He will need to be off
and his challengers will need to be
better than they’ve ever been before
if he is to be denied a fifth Sandow.

BORN 7/12/75
HEIGHT 172cm
WEIGHT 122kg

OLYMPIA
HISTORY 2012–14,

2nd; 2011, 3rd;
2010, 7th;
2009, 4th 

BORN 12/18/79
HEIGHT 175cm
WEIGHT 114kg

OLYMPIA
HISTORY

2011–14, 1st;
2010, 2nd; 2009,

5th; 2008, 3rd 
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With tiny joints and full muscle bellies, Rhoden’s
physique has been likened to the legendary Flex Wheeler
and other great aesthetic bodybuilders of the ’90s. His
wheels can roll with anyone in the line-up, and he has
the width to hang in front and back poses. Not quite
as thick through the torso and arms as the rest of the
top five; side chest and side triceps are his vulnerable
angles. If he comes in with more muscle in those areas,
he could be the guy to crash the Heath-Greene party.

OLYMPIA 2015 PREVIEW

He’s been up and down
at the O more than
anyone else in the top
six. The knock on Wolf is
that he looks like a sure
thing leading up to the
show but fades when he
gets onstage. In 2013,
he showed remarkable
improvement in his
hamstrings and overall
condition to place a
career-high third. He
was slightly off that
form last year to drop
to fourth. With his size
and width, he’s got the
“wow” factor to be a 
serious threat. 

1977–79 Frank Zane 1980 Arnold Schwarzenegger 1981 Franco Columbu  

   1982 Chris Dickerson   1983 Samir Bannout   1984–91 Lee Haney

50 YEARS OF MR OLYMPIA 

BORN 10/30/78
HEIGHT 180cm
WEIGHT 125kg

OLYMPIA
HISTORY 2014,

4th; 2013, 3rd; 2012,
6th; 2011, 5th; 2010,

5th; 2009, DNP;
2008, 4th; 2007,

5th; 2006, DNP 

BORN 4/2/75
HEIGHT 175cm
WEIGHT 107kg
OLYMPIA HISTORY
2014, 3rd; 2013, 4th;
2012, 3rd; 2011, 11th  
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1992–97 Dorian Yates 1998-2005 Ronnie Coleman 2006–07 Jay Cutler

BORN 11/25/69 HEIGHT 169cm WEIGHT 107kg
OLYMPIA HISTORY 2014, 5th; 2013, 5th;
2012, 4th; 2011, 6th; 2010, 4th; 2009, 3rd;
2008, 1st; 2007, 3rd; 2006, 4th; 2004, 4th;
2003, 3rd; 2002, 4th; 2001, 8th; 2000, 9th; 
1999, 9th

This former Mr O (2008) is the elder
statesman of this lineup, but he’s not
conceding anything to his younger
competition. In 15 Olympia appearances, he
has never placed lower than ninth. Aside from
calves (do we still count them?), Jackson has
no glaring weakness. His front double biceps
and side chest poses remain prime examples 
of quality over quantity. The Blade seems
impervious to Father Time and his usual
super-sharp condition helps him overcome 
the few kilos he gives up to bigger foes.

OLYMPIA 2015 PREVIEW

There’s big, and then
there’s Big Ramy big.
Ever since he earned pro
status by winning the 2012
Amateur Olympia, all eyes
have been on the Egyptian
to see what he could do on
the Olympia stage. There’s
no question that he has
the muscle, with what may
be the widest wheels of
all time, but at this level,
pure size is not enough,
as evidenced by his past
placings. It remains to be
seen if he can take his
separation and detailing up
to Olympia calibre. A Heath-
Ramy first callout would
bring down the house. 

  2008 Dexter Jackson 2009–10 Jay Cutler 2011–14 Phil Heath 2015 TBD

BORN 9/16/84
HEIGHT 175cm
WEIGHT 130kg

OLYMPIA
HISTORY 2014,

7th; 2013, 8th
QUALIFYING

CONTEST
2015 Arnold

Classic Brasil

50 YEARS OF MR OLYMPIA 
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WHERE
LEGENDS

ARE MADE
Las Vegas, NV

Sept. 17–20, 2015
FLEX

WHO WILL TAKE
THE SANDOW?

OLYMPIA 2015 PREVIEW

Presents
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EDUARDO CORREA HAS
REACHED THE ELITE RANKS 
of the IFBB Pro League’s
212-pound division with a
meticulously crafted blend
of size, shape and, most
important, symmetry. And
he’s not about to throw that
all away by hammering his
pecs with more vigour than,
say, his quads or delts. It’s all 

about priorities, people.
“To be honest, of all the

muscle groups, the chest is
definitely not my top priority,
despite being a muscle that
I love to train,” says Brazilian-
born Correa. “I consider
chest one of my strongest
body parts. It’s a muscle 

CHISELLED

EDUARDO CORREA
ZEROS IN ON THE OLYMPIA 
212 SHOWDOWN WITH A
CHEST THAT JUST MAY BE
THE BEST IN THE DIVISION
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WHERE LEGENDS 
ARE MADE
Las Vegas, NV

Sept. 17–20, 2015

Presents

START
Adjust the seat of a
Hammer Strength
incline press machine
so the handles are just
outside your chest.
Keep your feet flat on
the floor and your back
and head against the
seat back. Grab the
handles to assume
a grip just outside
shoulder width and start
in the down position
(elbows fully bent).

EXECUTION
Press the weight up
explosively but under
control until your
elbows are extended
but not locked out.
Slowly lower the
handles back down
to the start position,
keeping constant
tension on the pecs by
not letting the weight
rest on the rubber pads
between reps.

CORREA SAYS
“Avoid using the
shoulders while pushing
the weight; using a
narrow hand placement
may help you do this.
Concentrate on the pec
muscles to intensify the
peak contraction.”

HAMMER 
STRENGTH 

INCLINE 
PRESS

group for me that combines size 
and volume with well- defined 
striations, especially in front lat 
spread and side chest poses.”

 That said, Correa doesn’t exactly 
ignore his pecs in the gym. He 
trains them twice a week with 
fairly high volume using a basic 
workout template like the one 
following – compound movements 
mixed with isolation exercises in 
the hypertrophy-friendly 10- to 
15-rep range. Quality is key for 

Correa, who favours strict reps on 
machines versus piling plates on a 
bar to try and impress others with 
a big bench press. His featured 
chest workout is living proof of this, 
as only one of the four exercises 
involves free weights, and that free 
weight is only body weight. 

Indeed, Eduardo  Correa takes 
a cerebral approach to his 
training. Here, he shares a few 
more keen insights into developing 
pecs to their fullest.
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EXERCISE SETS REPS

Hammer
strength
incline press

3 10–12

Machine flye 4 12–15

Cable
crossover

4 12–15

Dip 3 10–12

TRAINING SPLIT
DAY 1 Legs

DAY 2 Chest, shoulders

DAY 3 Back, triceps

DAY 4 Legs

DAY 5 Chest, shoulders

DAY 6 Biceps, triceps

DAY 7 Rest

CHEST WORKOUT

MACHINE 
FLYE

START
Adjust the seat of the
machine so that the
handles are at chest
level. Sit on the seat
with your back flat
against the pad, grasp
the handles and begin
with your arms straight
out to the sides, your
elbows slightly bent and
the weight lifted off the
stack to place tension  
on the muscles.

EXECUTION
Contract your pecs
to bring your hands
together, keeping your
shoulders back. When
hands touch, squeeze
your pecs hard for a
count, then slowly return 
to the start position. 

1 STAY FOCUSED
“When I’m working chest, I try to maximise the stress
on the pec muscles by reducing the involvement of
the shoulders and triceps. How do I do that? Well,
by keeping the shoulders stabilised during the
movement and reaching maximum contraction
of the chest even before the arms reach full extension.
This increases the efficiency of the exercise. I focus on
all parts of the chest evenly, because I believe that the 
chest needs to be developed completely.”

CORREA’S CHEST RULES

CORREA SAYS
“Again, minimise the

shoulder action during
the exercise. You don’t
need a huge stretch;

most important is to
achieve a maximum

contraction at the peak
of the movement.”

HEIGHT: 168cm WEIGHT: 108 kilos off-
season; 96 kilos contest
AGE: 34 RESIDENCE: Santa Catarina, Brazil
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS: 2015 Arnold Classic,
3rd; 2014 Olympia 212 Showdown, 2nd; 2013
Olympia 212 Showdown, 5th; 2012: Olympia 212
Showdown, 3rd; Prague Pro 212, 3rd; Valenti
Cup 212, 1st; 2010: Olympia 202 Showdown,
3rd; Europa Show of Champions 202, 1st; 2009
New York Pro 212, 4th; Olympia 202 Showdown, 
3rd; Pittsburgh Pro 202, 1st; 2008 Arnold  
Amateur 212, 1st.
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2 MANAGE
YOUR
INTENSITY

“I do use intensity-boosting techniques, particularly
dropsets. But it’s important to remember that intensity
does not measure the efficiency of a workout. When
you train, you want to stimulate the muscle, not kill it.
So the intensity must be tailored to each situation. A good
yardstick to measure that the correct level of intensity is 
being used is the muscular pump.”

CORREA’S CHEST RULES

CABLE
CROSSOVER 

START
Attach D-handles to
cables at the highest 
pulley setting in a
cable crossover
station. Grab a handle
in each hand, centre
yourself in the middle,
and step forward a
foot or two so that
the weights lift off the
stack. Begin with your
arms outstretched
to the sides, a slight
bend in your elbows,
and your torso leaning 
slightly forward.

EXECUTION
Contract your pecs
to pull your hands
together down in front
of your midsection,
keeping only a slight
bend in your elbows.
When your hands
reach each other,
squeeze your pecs
hard for a count, then
slowly reverse the
motion to return to
the start position.

CORREA SAYS
“If the objective is
to recruit the lower
pectoral fibres, you
can keep your torso
more upright. I like to
place the arms slightly
in front of the body to
recruit a larger portion 
of the chest.” 

EDUARDO CORREA
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“If your goal is aesthetics, you should focus on that
and leave the ego aside. Work the target muscle with  
strict technique. Don’t worry about heavy weights.” 

3 CHECK YOUR EGO
CORREA’S CHEST RULES

CORREA SAYS
“The main thing here is
to prevent the shoulders
from raising up during the
eccentric [negative] phase
and from lowering on
the concentric [positive] 
portion of the rep.” 

START
Find a parallel bar
dip apparatus with
relatively wide grips (at
least shoulder width).
Begin holding on to the
ends of the bars with
your body suspended
and your arms
extended. Lean slightly
forward at the torso
to place more tension
on the pecs (remaining
vertical will target the 
triceps more).

EXECUTION
Bend your arms
to slowly lower
yourself down while
still emphasising the
forward lean of the
upper body. When
your elbows reach
at least 90 degrees
and you feel a stretch
in the shoulders and
pecs, press yourself
back up to the start
position in an explosive 
motion. FLEX

DIP 

EDUARDO CORREA
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 212 UPSTART AARON CLARK 
TRAINS QUADS AND HAMS WITH 
 THE LONG HAUL IN MIND

BUILDING
 LEGACY A 

BY JAMES RILEY PHOTOGRAPHS BY PER BERNAL
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“Me,” according to Aaron Clark.
“That’s my biggest competitor.
Getting caught up in who you have 
to beat or who you have to be
better than will send you on a
head trip. Bodybuilding, at its
heart, is about you.”

It’s a reflective thought for a man
who, for the last two years, has
been the youngest competitor in the
top five in the 212s at bodybuilding’s
spring and fall classics – at age 26,
he took fourth at the 2015 Arnold
Classic, falling behind Eduardo
Correa (third), Hidetada Yamagishi
(second) and Jose Raymond (first),
who are, respectively, 7, 13 and 15 
years older than Clark.

Clark doesn’t take much
satisfaction from that finish,
because the year before, he placed 
a rank higher at the same show,
taking third behind Flex Lewis
(4 years his senior) and David
Henry (13 years his elder).

Unusual also for his age, Clark
is concerned about the long run.
Ask him who his heroes are and he
will cite the champions of the late
’90s, like Kevin Levrone and Flex
Wheeler, as those who stoked his
initial interest in bodybuilding. Now,
he finds he looks up to guys who
have longevity, the ones who look
outside of bodybuilding to have fun.
He names Dexter Jackson, another
athlete known for his aesthetic
look, as a great example of staying
in the game - still in great shape,
still winning shows, still injury-free.

There is a note of caution as
Clark approaches his leg-day
training. Taking care to lessen
the risk of injury is part of his
process. “If it’s leg day, and you’re
exhausted, don’t go to the gym.
You’re not going to get as much
out if it, anyway. Forcing yourself
through a tough workout when
you’re not at top form is just risking
injury. Get rested, fuel your body,
then hit it hard when you come
back tomorrow.”

Perhaps it is a residual effect
of a torn pec Clark suffered while
competing as an amateur, an injury
that sidelined his progress for a
couple of years. When he returned
to the contest stage in 2011, Clark
earned his pro card at age 24
by winning the heavies at the
2011 USAs. He then immediately
moved into the rotation, bubbling
under the top spot of the 212 ranks. 

On the most obvious level, competitive
bodybuilding is about contests between
athletes, between champions and upstarts –

and the details of timing and pump, performance,
judges and audiences. On another level, though,
because bodybuilding is an individual sport
based on self-improvement, there is an adversary 
each contender must face, the one opponent
consistently challenging them, bout after bout. 

BUILDING A LEGACY
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HYPEREXTENSION
2 sets, 20-plus reps

“It’s important to loosen
up the glutes, hamstrings
and hips to get started.
Hyperextensions help,
especially if the tendons are
hurting. Don’t start pressing
with your hamstrings cold
and tight - you want to do
warm-up sets to make sure
the joints are completely
ready for both the negative
and positive contractions.
Sometimes I hold a plate.” 

LEG
SESSION

Clark works
legs twice, 4 to

6 days apart, with 5
days as the ideal for
recovery and
recuperation. In the
first of those 2
workouts, he will
focus on the quads
but include exercises
for hams as well. On
the second, hams
take the spotlight
position. He hits
calves almost every
workout.

“Separation and
density in the ham
and glute area win
a lot of contests,
so I target that area
directly with my leg
workouts,” he says. 

Clark, a
sales manager
for Blackstone
Supplements
(Blackstone Labs is
his sponsor), had
originally planned to
compete next at the
New York Pro. But,
out of caution over
a forearm strain, he
was instead looking
towards the Wings
of Strength Tampa
Pro in August. As of
press time, Clark is
tied for second in the
Olympia Qualification
series—leaving him
to focus on earning
his berth again at
the 2015 Olympia (in
2014, he placed sixth
at the Olympia 212
Showdown) and on
improving his ranking
when he does.

In the meantime,
this former
skateboarder who
was swept off his
board by the
bodybuilding world
when he was at
college isn’t just
spinning his wheels -
he’s planning to be
in the mix for the  
long run.

STANDING
ONE-LEG LEG CURL
3 sets, 10 reps (each leg)

“This is a great way to
isolate the muscle, focus
on the stretch and on the
contraction. Don’t forget
to focus on the negative
contraction. If you want full
muscle-belly development,
and you want to build
strength and lessen the
chance of injuries, you need
to focus on lowering under
control. The negative phase
of a rep is very important.”

BUILDING A LEGACY
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BORN 9/7/88
HEIGHT 170 cm
WEIGHT96 kg
RESIDENCE

Virginia, US
CAREER

HIGHLIGHTS
2015 Arnold

Classic 212, 4th;
2014 Arnold

Classic 212, 3rd;
2014 Olympia

212 Showdown,
6th; 2013 New
York Pro 212,
4th; 2012 USA

Championships,
Heavyweight, 1st 

LEG EXTENSION
3 sets, 8–10 reps
“Leg extensions are a warm-up exercise.
I usually prefer to do them one leg at a time
to make sure each leg gets equal work.
Again, I focus on doing the negatives slowly
to maximise development. I never let the
weight drop back to the starting position.” 

CLARK’S
STATS
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LEG CURL
3 sets, 10–12 reps

“Squeeze at the point of peak
contraction then slowly lower
the weight back down. I do slow
negatives with this exercise because
hamstrings are prone to tear.”

SQUATMACHINE
3 sets, 8-10 reps

“I will usually do the squat
machine as a superset with the
leg extensions. I’ll go to failure on
a set of leg extensions then jump

on the squat machine and do reps
to failure. Squats hit quads the
best; using the machine helps
me reduce the risk of injury.”

In addition to free-weight squats, Clark
does the plate-loaded machine version 
to take balance out of the equation.

BUILDING A LEGACY
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LEG PRESS
3 sets, 8–10 reps

“I use rest-pause with leg presses.
I like the leg press because I don’t
have to stabilise myself, which helps
me to dig deep. I start with a weight
where I will fail at 10 to 15 reps. I do
a set, rack the weight, and count off
‘one Mississippi’ before I follow
with one set of 10 to 15 and a third 
set if I can make it to eight.” 

SQUAT
3 sets, 10–15 reps

“I try to do squats every leg
workout. Space your feet shoulder-
width apart. Turn your toes out
slightly. I like to go below parallel, for
the deep stretch, as well as for the
contraction of the glutes and quads
as I power out of the bottom on my 
way back to the starting point.”

The leg press
is another key

mass move.
Clark goes all
the way down

to engage
all the leg
muscles. 

BUILDING A LEGACY
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DAY 1 Chest
DAY 2 Arms
DAY 3 Off
 

DAY 4 Legs
(Quads focus)
DAY 5 Shoulders
DAY 6 Cardio, abs

DAY 7 Back
DAY 8 Off
DAY 9 Legs
(Hamstrings focus)

CLARK’S TRAINING SPLIT

STIFF-LEG (ROMANIAN) 
DEADLIFT
3 sets, 10–12 reps
“I use dumbbells or a barbell.
Dumbbells give me a freer range,
and my arms can move a little
bit, which helps if my wrists are
sore. I’ll go with a barbell when
I want to use more weight.” FLEX

CLARK’S
LEG ROUTINE
QUADS
EXERCISE SETS REPS

Leg
extension

3 8–10

Squat
machine

3 8–10

Leg press 3 8–10

Squat 3 10–15

HAMS
EXERCISE SETS REPS

Hyper-
extension

2 20+

Standing
one-leg
leg curl

3 10
(each
leg)

Leg curl 3 10–12

Stiff-leg
deadlift 

3 8–10



STRONGMAN STANDOUT BRIAN SHAW REVEALS THE TRAINING AND 
NUTRITION PLAN THAT WON HIM THE 2015 ARNOLD STRONGMAN 

CLASSIC AND WORLD’S STRONGEST MAN CHAMPIONSHIP

With big-time wins earlier this year at the Arnold Strongman 
Classic in the US and the World’s Strongest Man 
competition in Malaysia, Brian Shaw has established 

himself as the top strongman athlete in the world. The 33-year 
old Shaw, who started his strongman career in 2005, is now 
a two-time Arnold Classic and three-time World’s Strongest 
Man champion. Here, he serves up the training and nutrition 
programmes that have made him, well, one superstrong dude! 

BY JASON BREEZE
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THE KILOS. STRONGMAN CAVE
If you want to be the world’s
strongest man, you’re going to need
a place that has a lot of weights and
specialised equipment. To ensure
he had all that he needed, Shaw built
his own gym, which is 2000 square
feet (185m²) and uniquely his own.

“My gym has an intense vibe,”
Shaw states. “Even before you enter
there are a bunch of Atlas stones
in the parking lot beside the door,
so you know it’s not your average
gym.” Inside, there are the typical
pieces of equipment you’d expect
in a strongman’s training facility: a
squat rack, bench press and deadlift
platform, as well as a pulldown
machine, cable row and dip bars.

Upon closer inspection,
experienced lifters will notice
that several pieces of equipment
have been altered to Shaw’s
specifications. “On my pulldown 

machine, I’ve modified the bar with
grips at various widths,” Shaw
says. “It looks kind of like a ladder,
thereby allowing me to grip it at
different widths so I can target
different areas of my back. And
the bar is three inches (7.5cm) in
diameter, which helps increase my
grip strength. After doing a set with
this monster, your fingers are killing
just from gripping the bar – and
the pulldown bar at your local gym 
seems like a toothpick!”

CUSTOM BUILT
Having a plethora of tools hand-
picked for strongman is crucial for
event training. These include various-
sized beer kegs, which he uses to
train for the keg throw and keg walk.
His Atlas stones and various-size
circus dumbbells are also custom-
made; the latter are used for one
of the most exciting events at the 

Arnold Strongman competition.
“Every year I have to get a new

dumbbell made because they keep
increasing the weight with every
competition… and that’s because
competitors keep smashing the
record for reps!” he says. “It’s going
to get to the point where they’re
going to need an entire crew just to
roll the thing out onstage.”

The Austrian Oak Press is another
fan favourite. Shaw trains for it
with replica logs. He offers a word
of caution to aspiring strongman
competitors unfamiliar with the
coordination involved in the lifts:
“All the strongman events are
dangerous, so you have to know
exactly what you’re doing. For
example, with the log press, not only
do you have to lift it off the floor, you
also have to balance the log, which is 
over two feet (60cm) in diameter
at the ends, on your chest before 

“I LOVE
HAVING MY OWN
GYM. YOU HAVE 
THE TYPICAL
PIECES OF
EQUIPMENT YOU’D 
EXPECT, BUT
WHEN YOU LOOK
CLOSELY, YOU’LL 
SEE THEY’VE  
ALL BEEN
MODIFIED TO MY
SPECIFICATIONS.” 
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you press it. It can really put a kink
in your neck if you’re not careful.” 

GYM RAT
Shaw’s love for the gym dates
back to his college basketball days
at Black Hills State University in
South Dakota, US. Attending on a
full basketball scholarship, it was
there that he got hooked on training.
Always exceptionally strong even
before he started lifting, Shaw
began spending a great deal of
time in the weight room. The rest,
as they say, is history.

Along with strongman-specific
training, Shaw does a “normal”
training routine consisting of basic,
free-weight compound exercises like
squats, deadlifts, bench presses,
barbell rows and even dips. He will
also use a wide variety of machines
to target specific muscle groups.

“I need to keep my body in top
shape like any other athlete,” he
says. “I do so-called ‘bodybuilding’
movements for base strength and
fitness. You don’t see a footballer
just training on the field; they hit
the gym hard, too.”

Shaw follows a four-day training
split: Monday, he hits legs. Tuesday
is chest, shoulders and triceps.
Wednesday is a rest day. Thursday 

starting point. After two runs with
45 kg in each hand, the following
is an example of the weights used:
91--114-159.

The final event is the Atlas Stone.
Shaw lifts a light stone up to a
platform (or over a bar) for a few
reps to warm up. He then works up
in weight, doing 2-3 reps with each
stone. Once he reaches the stones
he’ll do his working sets with, he
does 2-3 sets of 5 reps if he is
lifting them over a bar. If he’s using
a series of platforms, he’ll do a
five-stone run. Typical stones weigh 
between 102-227 kilos.

10,000 CALORIES—PER DAY
To keep his 203 cm, 195-kg body
running at optimum levels, Shaw
eats an average of 10,000 calories
a day, spread out over seven meals. 
“I need to get enough protein in 

is deadlift and back training. Shaw
does not train on Friday. “That’s
date night for me and my fiancée,”
Shaw explains. “I have to make time
for myself and my loved ones – all
work and no play makes me go
crazy!” Saturdays are for event-
specific training (see box at right),
and Sunday is a final rest day to
help his body fully recover before
he starts a new week of training.

STRONGMAN SATURDAYS
Saturday’s training session can
vary, depending on the events
he’s working on. Here’s a sample
Saturday spent focusing on the
Log Press, Farmer’s Walk and
Atlas Stone events. Prior to doing
any of these lifts, Shaw warms up
with a lighter weight to prepare the
muscles and avoid injury.

For the log press, Shaw will do 6
sets, going heavier on successive
sets (pyramiding) while keeping his
reps to 5 per set until he reaches
his max weight for the day. Here’s
an example of the weights used:
102-125-138-152-166-179 kilograms.

Next up is the Farmer’s Walk.
Each “run” is 24 metres. Shaw will
either do the full 24 metres all the
way through or do 12 metres, then
turn around and come back to the 

Shaw walks
his way to
victory with a
500kg timber
carry at the
2015 Arnold
Strongman 
Classic.

SHAW’S STRONGMAN 
WORKOUT

Exercise Sets Reps

Monday: legs

Safety squat bar 5–8 2–5

Good morning 3 8–12

Hammer strength 
iso leg press

3 8–15 

Tuesday: shoulders, chest, tris

Standing
military press 

5–8 3–8 

Incline
dumbbell press 

3 8–12 

Close-grip
bench press

3 5–8 

Cable triceps
extension

3 8–12 

Wednesday: rest

Thursday: deadlift, back

Deadlift 5–8 1–5

Glute-ham raise 3 8–12

Lat pulldown 3 8–12

Seated cable row 3 8–12

Frame shrug 3 20

Friday: rest

Saturday: event training

Log press 6 5

Farmer’s walk 5 24 m

Atlas stone  2-3    5

Sunday: rest
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me to grow and stay strong,” Shaw
says. “My favourite meal is grass-fed
beef, but I do switch up my protein
sources – everything from salmon,
eggs, chicken, turkey to bison.” Along
with the wide variety of protein
choices, Shaw also takes in plenty
of pasta, rice, potatoes, fruits and
vegetables. “You name it, it’s pretty
much part of my diet,” he chuckles. “I
eat pretty clean, and weigh out exact
measurements for each meal that my
nutritionist sets out for me. I’ve also
got pretty good at eyeballing portions
when I’m unable to weigh my food,
like when I’m on the road.”

Shaw works hard to maintain
a constant intake of calories
throughout the day to feed his
muscles to keep him as strong
as possible. “Think about it, how
can you compete with the best
strongmen in the world, like
Zydrunas Savickas and Hafthor
Bjornsson, and win if you don’t
follow a proper nutrition schedule?”
Shaw says. Due to his size, Shaw
burns off more calories walking
around than some people do training
two hours in the gym. “I have to eat
constantly,” Shaw says. “If you want
to become a strongman, this is key.”

SECRET TO STRENGTH
Proper supplementation before,
during and after training, in addition
to in-between meals, keeps the flow
of nutrients into Shaw’s muscles.
“The secret to strength is making
sure you’re always in a state of
healing and growth,” Shaw says.
“You can’t have a kick-ass workout
then not supply your body with
what it needs to repair itself and
grow. That’s ass-backward, and
you’ll never advance in strongman
training, bodybuilding or whatever
sport you do. You’ll actually hurt
your gains and make yourself worse
off than when you didn’t train at
all!” Shaw’s favourite supps include
MHP’s Up Your Mass, Power Pak 
Pudding and Dark Matter. 

STRONG PERKS
Being the world’s strongest man
has many perks: fame, fortune and
the right to lay claim to a pretty cool
title. But one stands out as being
especially cool: “I get to hang out with
Arnold!” which means Brian Shaw
may literally be his biggest fan. FLEX

For more information on Brian
Shaw and MHP supplements,  
visit mhpstrong.com

SHAW DOES SPECIFIC
STRENGTH TRAINING AND 
BODYBUILDING. THIS
KEEPS HIS ENTIRE BODY
READY TO TACKLE THE
CHALLENGING EVENTS OF
STRONGMAN CONTESTS.   
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BIGGER, BROADER, STRONGER SHOULDERS ON YOUR
WISH LIST? MAKE IT HAPPEN WITH THIS INTENSE PLAN.  

BY JIM SMITH
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ANTERIOR
(FRONT) DELTS
Shoulder flexion: raising
arms straight out in front
and overhead
Exercises: front raise,
upright row, overhead press

MEDIAL
(SIDE) DELTS
Shoulder abduction: raising
arms straight out to sides
Exercises: lateral raise,
wide-grip upright row,
overhead press

POSTERIOR
(REAR) DELTS
Shoulder transverse
abduction: extending arms
straight in front then pulling
shoulder blades together
to separate arms and
travel to rear
Exercises: bentover
lateral raise, prone incline
rear lateral raise, reverse
machine flye, cable face-pull,
overhead press

TRAPEZIUS
Shoulder elevation: pulling
shoulders up towards ears
Exercises: shrug, upright row

A STRONG,  
SYMMETRICAL

SET OF 
SHOULDERS 

play a crucial role onstage by helping to create the 
illusion of a smaller waist and enhance the coveted 
V-taper. Offstage, broad shoulders create a more 
commanding presence and are recruited for virtually 
every upper-body compound movement. 

Overdevelopment or underdevelopment of your 
deltoids is common when attention isn’t given to all three 
heads: anterior (front), medial (side) and posterior (rear). 
Aside from being a glaring flaw in your physique – it 
doesn’t take a bodybuilding judge to spot it – weak 
shoulders will hold you back from making gains in other 
areas, such as the bench press and other press moves. 

So, how can you either A) fix or B) avoid the problem 
of inferior deltoids? Simple. Follow this four-week 
program. The  routine relies on the concept of 
powerbuilding – a mesh of powerlifting and 
bodybuilding – and utilises the principle of progressive 
overload that changes at least one training variable 
each workout. Get ready for deltstruction! 

DELTOIDS 101
Knowing the names
of the three deltoid
muscles isn’t enough;
you also need to know
their functions.
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Gains in strength and muscle are the result of enough
tension (amount of weight used), metabolic stress
(achieved with advanced set protocols like dropsets, 
giant sets, and rest-pause training) and muscular
damage (microtrauma).

The sets and reps for bench press, squat, overhead
press and deadlift will vary each week according to
the protocol below. The sets and reps for all other
exercises remain the same but utilise the advanced
set protocols mentioned above. On benches, squats
and deadlifts, after two to three warm-up sets, use
a straight barbell or any specialty bar of your choice
(eg, a thicker bar or cambered bar).

Also, note on Days 2 and 5, you will perform exercises
3A, 3B and 3C, as a tri-set (three exercises performed
back-to-back with minimal rest). Targeting the lower-
body and non-competing upper-body parts in this
fashion optimises the muscle-building effect of shorter
rest periods without zapping strength levels. On Day
4, you’ll do a giant set to really fry the shoulders (four
exercises performed back-to-back with minimal rest).

THE FOUR-WEEK
DELTSTRUCTION WORKOUT

BARBELL
BENCH PRESS

WEEK SETS REPS

1 4 12

2 4 8

3 5 5

4 8 3

BARBELL SQUAT

WEEK SETS REPS

1 4 8

2 5 5

3 8 3

4 4 12

BARBELL
OVERHEAD PRESS

WEEK SETS REPS

1 5 5

2 8 3

3 4 12

4 4 8

DEADLIFT

WEEK SETS REPS

1 8 3

2 6 4

3 5 5

4 4 6

DELTSTRUCTION
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DAY 1

TRAIN
PAIN-FREE
Feeling a twinge or a pang when
you’re training delts? Follow these 
four tips to alleviate the pain.

WARM UP BETTER
Begin by foam-rolling your
chest, lats, upper back and
triceps for 30 seconds each.
Remember, a warm-up is just
to get the blood flowing and
prepare the shoulders for
the real workout, so go light. 

DELTSTRUCTION

Dumbbell shrugs build the
trapezius muscles to fill in
the entire shoulder girdle. 

EXERCISE SETS REPS

1 Barbell bench 
press

4 12

2 Seated
dumbbell
overhead 
press

4 15–20

3 Pull-up* 4 8–10

4 Dumbbell 
shrug

4 20

5 Face-pull 4 20

6 Triceps
pushdown**

4 20

7 Wide-grip
push-up***

1 100

*On the last rep of every set,
hold your chin over the bar as 
long as possible.

**Use your favourite bar or
rope with an overhand or  
underhand grip.

***Perform push-ups with hands
on dumbbells that are spaced
wider than shoulder-width apart.
Perform a rest-pause protocol,
resting on knees no longer than 20
seconds until you reach 100 reps

DELTSTRUCTION
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TRAIN PAIN-FREE
BUILD YOUR BACK
A bigger back translates to a bigger
press, so increasing the volume for
pullups, lat pulldowns and rows may
improve pressing numbers while also
improving your posture and overall 
shoulder health.

DAY2
 DELTSTRUCTION

DAY3OFF

Emphasise
rear delts
for complete
shoulders
that look
good from
all angles.  

EXERCISE SETS REPS

1 Barbell squat 4 8

2 Barbell or dumbbell
Romanian deadlift

4 8–12

3A Walking lunge,
triset with

3B Wide-grip barbell shrug
3C DBl rear lateral raise

4

4
4

6–8 steps (each leg)

20
10–12

4 Lat pulldown* 4 15–20

5 Barbell curl** 1 100

*Use your favourite bar with an overhand or underhand grip
**Perform with no weight on the bar. Perform a rest-
pause protocol, resting no longer than 20 seconds until 
you reach 100 reps.

DELTSTRUCTION
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Dumbbell
front raises
for anterior
development
can be done
seated or
standing. 

CHANGE UP
YOUR ANGLES
Lowering the angle
of a seated dumbbell
press from 90 degrees
to a high incline may
help you press without 
pain. A high incline
should also allow you
to use more weight to
place greater overload 
on the delts.

DAY4
DELTSTRUCTION

SEATED
DUMBBELL
INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
ROTATION
Sit on a
bench with
one leg bent
and the foot
flat on the
bench. Hold
a dumbbell
in that side’s
hand and
bend the arm
to 90 degrees
to position
your elbow
atop the
bent knee,
your forearm
parallel to the
floor. Rotate
your arm so
the dumbbell 
moves
directly
above your
knee. Lower
to the start
position and 
repeat. 

TRAIN PAIN-FREE

EXERCISE SETS REPS

1 Barbell overhead press 5 5

2 Wide-grip push-up* 4 20

3A Seated dumbbell rear lateral raise
3B Seated dumbbell internal/external rotation
3C Seated dumbbell lateral raise
3D Seated dumbbell front raise

3
3
3
3

10
10
10
10

4 Seated row ladder** 9  2–20

*Perform with hands on dumbbells.
**After the first set, drop weight by 5-10 kilos. Add 25-30 kilos for the last set.

NOTES Do 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D as a giant set (four exercises performed back- 
to-back with minimal rest).
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TRY NEUTRAL-GRIP DUMBBELL PRESSES
A barbell will force your wrists, elbows and shoulders into
a fixed position. Instead, use dumbbells since they allow for
small variations and adjustments as you press. A neutral grip
may eliminate the tendon discomfort you experience with an 
overhand grip on a barbell. FLEX

TRAIN PAIN-FREE
DAY5
 DELTSTRUCTION

Lateral raises
build the medial
heads. “Capping”
your side delts
gives your
shoulders width
and increases
overall V-taper. 
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EXERCISE SETS REPS

1 Deadlift 8 3

2 Barbell Romanian 
deadlift

4 20

3A Leg curl, triset with
3B Dumbbell shrug
3C Pull-up*

4
4
4

20
20
5

4 Back extension 
(weighted)

3–4 12–20

5 Prone incline dumb-
bell rear lateral**

1 100

*Descend using a three- to five-second
negative before pulling yourself up as
quickly as possible.
**Perform facedown on an incline bench
with no more than 15-kilo dumbbells. Use a
rest-pause protocol, resting no longer than 
20 seconds until you reach 100 reps.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

Static chest and shoulder stretch 1 2–3 min (each side)

Dumbbell overhead press 1–2 10

Dumbbell lateral raise 1–2 10

Dumbbell front raise 1–2 10

Dumbbell bentover lateral raise 1–2 10

Cable face-pull with external rotation 1 20

Push-up 1–2 10

DELTSTRUCTION
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The second annual IFBB
Amanda Doherty All Female
Classic was held recently and
again, was a striking success.

A broad range of competitors
filled the backstage area early on
in the day. There was a sense of
nervousness in the air but also great
anticipation to finally hit the stage
after months of preparation.

With record numbers in the Bikini
First Timers division and a strong
level of conditioning from all of the
Figure girls, the judges were going to
have their work cut out for them.

Deanna Vasiljevic won the Bikini
First Timers, with Amy Magnisalis
and Jaz Correll coming in second
and third respectively. The Bikini 

Juniors division winner was 17-year-
old Char Thomson, who took the win
in front of Jenna Makarenko. Angie
Moore (Bikini Masters) and Katie
Jean (Bikini Novice) both placed first
in their divisions, as well as Amelia
Talbot who placed first in a very
tough Bikini Open line up.

The Fitness Open winner on the day
was Alysha Cliff who put on a stellar
performance, followed by Renae
Williams who won Physique Open.

Other winners on the day
included, Amy Roe (Figure First
Timers), Lisa Callingham (Figure
Masters), Erika Smith (Figure Novice)
& Stacy Steiner (Figure Open).

Tony and Amanda Doherty were
very happy with how the entire day 

ran, with Amanda saying, “We are all
very proud of the girls who got up on
stage today. It shows true character
and commitment. Well done”.

Tony added, “We’ve had nothing
but positive feedback about the
event which goes to show the girls
really do love the personal touches
of Amanda’s Show.”

Tony also wanted to thank all of
the sponsors who helped make the
show a success, “Supporting our
sport and those around us is what 
it’s all about,” he said.

Congratulations to all who
participated and made the day so
great. We’re already looking forward
to the 2016 IFBB Amanda Doherty  
All Female Classic! FLEX

AMANDA
DOHERTY

BY HAYDENWILSON PHOTOGRAPHS BY GARY PHILLIPS

The

All female Classic
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AMANDA DOHERTY CLASSIC

Tony and Amanda Doherty posing with the Bikini Open Class

Bikini First Timers top 5 
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Bikini First Timers 1st: Deanna Vasiljevic  
2nd: Amy Magnisalis 3rd: Jaz Correll 
4th: Melanie Pearce 5th: Linda Nguyen
Bikini Junior 1st: Char Thomson 
2nd: Jenna Makarenko 3rd: Whitney Parer
Bikini Masters 1st: Angie Moore 
2nd: Jodee Morgan  3rd: Lara Warren
Bikini Novice 1st: Katie Jean 
2nd: Lisa Falzon 3rd: Sutasinee Lee 
4th: Stevie Bom 5th: Laurel Downes
Bikini Open 1st: Amelia Talbot
2nd: Yvette Latham 3rd: Jade Dodds 
4th: Jasmine Martini 5th: Anna McManamey
Fitness Open 1st: Alysha Cliff
Physique Open 1st: Renae Williams 
2nd: Natalia Burgos
Figure First Timers 1st: Amy Rowe 
2nd: Ashlee Hadden 3rd: Jo Mattson
Figure Masters 1st: Lisa Callingham
Figure Novice 1st: Erika Smith 
2nd: Amy Cole 3rd: Grace Anamaris
Figure Open 1st: Stacey Steiner 
2nd: Froso Luca 3rd: Felicity Kutlesovski 
4th: Maria Andriano

AMANDA DOHERTY CLASSIC

AND THE WINNERS AREFigure Novice winners 

Masters Bikini champion, 
Angie Moore

Figure Open champion,
Stacey Steiner

Bikini First Timers winner,
Deanna Vasilijevic.
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AMANDA DOHERTY CLASSIC

Amanda Doherty  with Open Figure line-up and last years champion , Katie Morris

Bikini Junior class
Physique Champion,
Renae Williams

Bikini Open champion,
Amelia Talbot



Roelly Winklaar’s arm 
workouts from A to Z 



■ Class is in session. The subject is everyone’s favourite: arms. The teacher is Roelly Winklaar, 
fresh off  a breakout year and owner of arguably the two best arms in the world. Anyone who 

wants to debate his arm superiority, raise your hand and wait to be called on. (We see you, Phil 
Heath.) Now, take careful notes as our teacher explains his arm alphabet. With a few digressions 
as the lecture progresses, these are the tenets of Winklaar’s bi and tri construction from A to Z.

BY GREG MERRITT ///  PHOTOGRAPHS BY GREGORY JAMES
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ALTERNATE
DUMBBELL CURL

This is typically the second
exercise in Winklaar’s biceps
tine. “I do these either standing
r seated,” he says. “I turn my 
d to the working arm to really 
focus on the contraction.”

ALPHA ARMS
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CURAÇAO Winklaar was 
born and raised on this 
tropical island in the 
southern Caribbean 
Sea off  the coast of 
Venezuela. In late 2012, 
he resettled there, and 
attributes the gains 
he made in 2013 to his 

ife and warlike gym life. He shed many of the 
modifications his previous trainer had made to his workouts 
and instead focused on maximising his strength (for 8-12 
reps) in free-weight basics. This had less of an eff ect on his 
strong point – his arms – than his weak point – his back. 

ar’s biceps training has changed little over the years.
es three or four exercises for a total of 12–15 reps.
ith tris on their own arm day, but, pre-contest, he’ll often

s sets to the end of his back workout, as well.

TRICEPS

Rope pushdown  4 10-12

Lying triceps extension  4 10-12

Machine dip  4 10-12

One-arm pushdown  3 10-12

EXERCISE SETS REPS

BICEPS

EZ-bar curl  4 10-12

Alternate dumbbell curl  4 10-12

One-arm preacher curl  3 10-12

Hammer curl  3 10-12

WINKLAAR’S 
ARM ROUTINE

Roelly Winklaar’s 
arms measured

58.5cm!

ALPHA ARMS
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DIPS
Machine dips 

work the tris, but 
also the pecs and 

front delts. That’s 
why Winklaar does 
these near the end 

of his triceps
 routine when 

his tri’s are pre-
exhausted by 

isolation exercises. 

ALPHA ARMS
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most
ize forearms

(and even to their detriment
– those with lagging forearms),
Winklaar never directly
trains his lower arms.
They grow from merely
gripping weights.

to Sibil Peeters, who was
previously Winklaar’s trainer, 

nutritionist and all-around drill 
sergeant. Aft er four years, her 
most celebrated client parted 

ways with her when he returned 
to Curaçao. He also shed her 
greater reliance on intensity 

techniques like dropsets, 
supersets and reduced rest 

between sets. When he worked 
without a “guru,” Winklaar relied 

more on straight sets with
longer rest periods.

EZ BAR CURLS
If he had to choose one 

exercise most responsible for 
ballooning his biceps, this 

would be it. “I almost always 
begin my arm routine with 
EZ-bar curls,” he says. “I’ll 

sometimes take a standard-
width grip and sometimes 

a narrow grip. A narrow grip 
works the outer biceps more.”

ALPHA ARMS



HAMMER CURLS 
Winklaar does no forearm isolation exercises, but dumbbell hammer curls 
work the meaty brachioradialis (located at the top of the forearms, near 

the elbow joint) along with the biceps and brachialis. Winklaar 
raises the dumbbell across his body, curling it towards the opposite 

shoulder and alternating arms on each rep. “Hammers are great 
because they fill out the whole arm,” he says. “You’ll see who did their 
hammers in a rear double-biceps shot, because hammers add depth to 

the outer arm.”

ALPHA ARMS
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ALPHA ARMS

JOINT He never forgets that all biceps and triceps exercises are 
focused on the movement of the elbow’s simple (and fragile) 
hingelike joint. Therefore, on all of his exercises except dips, he 
locks his elbows in place and moves only his forearms. 

KNOWLEDGE Winklaar is always learning new ways to 
timulate growth. It was his desire to learn that led him to take 
n such an unorthodox trainer/nutritionist as “Grandma”. He seeks 
ut advice from legends like Dennis James. And he approaches 
very workout as an opportunity to gauge what works best 
or his changing physique. 

LYING TRICEPS EXTENSION He’s long relied on this free-weight 
basic to pack muscle on the long head of his triceps. “This has 
always been a staple of my arm workouts,” he says. “Don’t get 
sloppy with these just to use more weight. Keep your elbows locked 
in place and focus on keeping your arms tensed.”

INTENSITY 
He utilises less intensity 

techniques than he did in 
the past when Peeters was 

barking orders, but Winklaar 
spent the past year pushing 
his sets to failure. Thus, his 

intensity remained high. “I’ve 
been working at getting 
stronger in the basic lift s 

and that’s helped me add new 
muscle and keep the muscle 

when I diet,” he explains.
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MACHINES
more on fre
year, but hi
consist of mostly mechanical
exercises. He fi nds that cable 
pushdowns and machine dips allow 
him to keep more tension on the crucial 
contractions of triceps exercises.

NETHERLANDS
This is where the Dutch-
speaking Winklaar lived 
for 31 years. Aft er his father’s 
death, when Roelly was 4, his 
mother moved the family to the 
Netherlands from Curaçao. Still, 
Winklaar oft en felt the island of 
his youth tugging him home. 
He’s the rare top IFBB pro who’s 
never lived in the US. Another 
pro bodybuilder who can say 
the same is “Big Ramy”.

ONE-ARM 
PUSHDOWNS 

A couple things make 
these unique. First, 

Winklaar does them 
with an underhand grip. 

Second, he pulls the cable 
not just down but also 

across his body. 
In this way, these 

pushdowns function like 
a combination pushdown-

kickback. “Doing them 
the way I do them 

lets me focus more on 
the contractions,” he 
says. “And that’s what 

pushdowns are all 
about. I hold [the 

contractions] for a second 
or two and squeeze hard.”

provide a more comfortable
onges. He now uses
place via fabric rings that

p g y keep my grip secure and
comfortable,” he says. Check out his arm-training
photos, and you’ll notice he’s always “padding.”

S

ALPHA ARMS
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QUA
Winklaar s motto: quality muscle 
comes from quality sets. By 
doing strict reps with full stretches 
and contractions, he’s avoided gym 
injuries and built arms bigger 
than most people’s legs.

TRIC s 
he typically does three or four
exercises for a total of 12–15 reps. 
Pre-contest, he’ll oft en throw 
in some triceps sets aft er 
working chest.

ROPE PUSHDOWNS
“The rope lets me separate 
my hands at the end, to get 
a stronger contraction and 

ocus more on the outer heads 
of my triceps,” he says of his 
favourite pushdown handle.

STRA
simply means sets done without 
such intensifying techniques as 
forced reps, dropsets or supersets. 
Training under “Grandma’s” 
tutelage, Winklaar loaded up 
his workouts with all sorts of 
intensifiers. They limited the 
amount of metal he could move. 
In 2013, he returned to mostly 
straight sets and the result was 
a bump in strength and size.

UNIL  
exercise for biceps and another for
triceps that hits each arm individually. 
This exercise is placed at or near 
the end of his routines. Going 
unilateral lets Winklaar better focus 
on the contractions of his left and 
right biceps and triceps.



2015

X-
20 on 
by ar 
failed to even place. He was a smooth 
86kg light-heavy who looked like he 
couldn’t win a local novice show in 
America. He didn’t have a strong point 
– not even his arms. The next month, 
he suff ered a devastating car accident. 
He couldn’t even move his left arm for 
weeks, and stayed out of gyms for 13 
months. But when he fi nally did return 
to the weights, it was with a new vigour 
and purpose – fi rst to rehabilitate, and 
then to prove his doubters wrong. 

In 2009, at 103 kilos, he won 
the super-heavyweight and overall 
Arnold Amateur titles. When the 
rookie won the 2010 New York Pro, 
his arms were among the best ever 
seen. All of which is to say, the 
most important component of 
his success is not sets or reps, 
but DNA mixed with willpower. 
Unlocking his genetics for packing 
on arm mass is the X-factor that 
took him from nobody to legend 
in one giant leap. 

YEAR
soft-spoken and his eyelids are 
so heavy (a lingering result of 
the car accident, which nearly 
caused him to lose his sight) 
that he sometimes seems to be 
sleepwalking. Many assume he 
just doesn’t care enough to be an 
Olympia contender. Nothing 
could be further from the truth. 
What drives him more than 
anything is the need to 
prove his doubters wrong.  

ETY If you built guns like Winklaar you probably wouldn’t do a lot of 
ering with your arm routine. “I change some things some times,” he 
“But nothing too crazy – just a diff erent order or diff erent grip or 
e a machine preacher curl instead of dumbbells or a barbell.” 

EEKLY Most of the time, he 
ins arms once weekly, though he 

ll do some extra work for biceps 
ith back) and triceps (with chest) 
ring his contest prep.

n his years in the IFBB Pro League, Winklaar has won three contests. And yet in six collective tries he 
cked the top fi ve in either the Arnold Classic or Mr Olympia. In 2012, aft er his disappointing 12th 
mpia, he seemed to be just “a guy”. Like a veteran footballer who can always make the roster and 

es make a highlight reel but never be a star, Winklaar seemed destined for a mid-level career that 
ver propel him to bodybuilding’s upper echelon. 
n came 2013. Aft er triumphing at the Chicago Pro, he fi nished a startling seventh in a deep Olympia
many thought he deserved at least sixth). He was no longer just “a guy”. Instantly, the conversation 

from “wasted potential” to “unlimited potential”. In 2014, Winklaar slipped to 12th at the Olympia; 
5 Arnold Classic he placed sixth. Still, he refuses to give up – and we should refuse to count him out. 
s greatest lesson is this: “Do not doubt me or my drive to be the best.”  FLEX

ALPHA ARMS
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ARTISTIC INFLUENCE 
Ano was rooting for Team 
Aesthetics before he ever hoisted 
a barbell. “The first time I saw 
a bodybuilder was the winter 
of 1991 or ’92 [when he was 
10 or 11]. We stopped at a little 
general store, and I saw a muscle 
magazine. On the cover was 
Shawn Ray. I asked my mom to 
buy the magazine for me, and she 
did. The first thing I did when I got 
home was cut out a picture of my 
face and stick it on Shawn Ray’s 
body, because I said, ‘I want to be 
like that,’” he remembers with a 
laugh. “After that, Shawn Ray and 
Flex Wheeler were my favourites. 
I always liked those physiques 
that were really aesthetic.”

 Ano was born in Montreal, 
Canada, on Oct. 15, 1981, the son 
of a father from Ivory Coast and 
a native Québécois mother. Both 
parents were high school art 
teachers, which likely influenced 
Ano’s eye for physical harmony. 
He was proficient at drawing 
and painting when he was a kid, 
but he later gave up the pen and 
brush for a hockey stick. “Being 
in Canada, my main sport was 
hockey,” he says. “I played junior 
league, but I dropped out when 
it was apparent I wouldn’t make 
it to the NHL.” He switched to 
basketball in high school and then 
played for a small college team. 

As part of his basketball 
conditioning, he started lifting 
weights. “There was a little gym 
at school. We didn’t know what 
we were doing, but I noticed 
serious changes [to my body] 
right away. Teachers and others 
accused me of using steroids,

The battle for the 
soul of bodybuilding 
has raged for decades. 
It pits those who want 

to impress with aesthetics versus 
those who want to shock with 
freakishness. The conflict heated 
up in the ’90s when classicists 
like Shawn Ray and Flex Wheeler 
unsuccessfully battled modernist 
Dorian Yates. Some can combine 
the best of both factions: 
sculptor and monster. But more 
often bodybuilders and fans 
have to choose sides. Put 
Henri-Pierre Ano squarely on 
Team Aesthetics. The 2013 
Canadian Nationals champ vows 
to maintain his slim middle and 
pleasing lines as he continues 
fleshing out his tall frame.

HENRI-PIERRE ANO
ON BODYBUILDING
AESTHETICS
AND HOW TO BUILD
A V-SHAPED BACK

BY GREGMERRITT PHOTOGRAPHS BY PER BERNAL
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but I wasn’t using anything.”
Still, despite his proficiency
for gaining muscle and his
early Shawn Ray fandom,
it never occurred to him
then that he could be a
bodybuilder. It wasn’t until
2008, when Ano was 27, that
he began truly lifting. Through
his telecommunications job,
he received a trial three-
month membership to Pro 
Gym in Montreal.

BUILDING
THE SCULPTURE
“Once again I noticed the
changes right away. Pro Gym
was the gym where all the
bodybuilders and athletes
trained, and people asked me,
‘Would you like to compete?’
and I was like, ‘I don’t know.’”
He met Larry Vinette, an elite
light-heavy competitor, who
has served as his coach ever
since. “I’d only been training
for four months, but Larry
thought I should enter a show,
just to see how it went.”
Weighing 94kg at 183cm tall,
Ano won that drug-tested
regional show. “And I was
hooked right then,” he says.

He attended firefighting
school from 2009–10. “It’s
kind of my fallback position,”
the current personal
trainer and IFBB pro says,
though he also explains
that firefighter job openings
are scarce in Quebec. He
returned to training seriously 
in 2010, and after failing
to place in the 2011 IFBB
World Championships, he
felt he’d progressed as far
as he could in drug-tested
contests. After a super-
heavy seventh in the 2012
Canadian Championships,
Ano rocketed all the way to
the overall title in 2013.

“All the guys who’d beat me
the year before were looking
at me, and their minds were
blown by how much I’d
improved. I’d brought up my
legs, and my conditioning was 

“THE GOAL IS TO KEEP INCREASING MY SIZE WITHOUT
SACRIFICING THE CONDITIONING THAT I ALWAYS BRING.  
I JUST HOPE TO GET BIGGER AND PLACE BETTER.” 
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better. Still, I didn’t expect to win.”
Ano’s first two years in the IFBB

Pro League have been highlighted
by a sixth at last year’s Toronto Pro
and a fourth at this year’s New York
Pro. He weighed 114kg in the latter
contest, but he knows he still needs
more. “Every year, I’ve made big
improvements. The goal for me is
to keep increasing my size without
sacrificing the conditioning that
I always bring. I just hope to get
bigger and place better.” His upper
body - highlighted by his capacious
shoulders and svelte waistline - may
already be full enough to win pro
titles, but Ano needs to bring
his legs up to the same standard.
To that end, he devotes half of the 

“I WANT US TO GO BACK TO THOSE
OLD-SCHOOL PHYSIQUES, SO PEOPLE 
CAN COMPETE LONGER AND ALSO 
PROJECT A BETTER IMAGE.”

six workouts in his four-day split
to his lower body. He stresses
quads and hamstrings on separate
days and also hits quads twice
on the same day - with heavier
sets in the first workout and lighter
sets in the second session.

BACK IT UP
Ano’s back routine exemplifies his
aesthetics-first philosophy. He
isn’t powering up low-rep deadlifts
and T-bar rows indiscriminately in
the hope that greater and greater
weights will pack on more and more
mass somewhere on his back.
Instead, he has a precise strategy
for widening his upper lats for an
even more pronounced V-taper 

and bringing out all the cookie-
cutter details that make rear shots
magnificent but not monstrous.

His first exercise always involves
hanging from a bar - either pull-ups
(overhand), chins (underhand) or 
close-grip pull-ups (neutral).

“I think more of my back
development comes from these
than any other exercise,” he avers.
“I rotate which one I do, but I do them
weighted, and the reps are always six
to eight maximum. I can do the close-
grips with four plates [82kg], hanging
from a belt. And I always do a slow
tempo—lowering myself for four, and
sometimes even five, seconds.”

Next up are two types of rows
for higher reps. First are either one-
arm dumbbell rows, barbell rows
or machine rows for 10 to 12 reps at
a slow tempo, holding contractions
for one or two seconds. Then he
performs seated cable rows for
14 to 16 reps at a faster tempo. He
prefers to do these underhand with
a long bar. “It lets me pull the bar in
low and get my elbows back a little
further to focus on the lower lats 
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and the inner back more,”
Ano explains. Then come
pulldowns for 10 to 12 reps.
“Whichever way I did my first
hanging exercise, I’ll do the
pulldowns a different way.
So if I started with wide-grip
pull-ups, I’ll do the pulldowns
with a close, parallel grip.”

He ends his back routine
with two finishing movements. 
The first is straight-arm
pulldowns, which apply
continuous tension to the lats
and also hit the frequently
neglected serratus - the finger-
like muscles on the sides
beneath the armpits. The 2013
Canadian champ does these at
a slow tempo for 12 to 15 reps.
His final back exercise is the
face-pull. This is a somewhat
unique exercise performed
with a rope attached to a cable
and set at approximately face
level. Ano separates the rope
ends as much as possible at
contractions so they’re on the
sides of his ears; he feels the
tension throughout his
inner back: traps, rhomboids,
and teres major and minor.
Face-pulls help accentuate the
density and details that make a
rear double biceps shot pop.

AESTHETIC
CONCERNS
When I ask Ano, this year’s
breakout star on Team
Aesthetics and someone
who still reveres Shawn
Ray and Flex Wheeler, what
he thinks of the state of
modern bodybuilding, he has
strong opinions. “Everyone
has been wondering about
this after what Arnold
said [championing Cedric
McMillan and more aesthetic
bodybuilders the day after
this year’s Arnold Classic].
This [emphasising aesthetics]
is just the way it has to be,
because the last couple of
years we’ve seen so many
guys with bloated guts and
looking monstrous onstage.
It might be impressive, but
at the end of the day, look at
where these guys end up.

“Look at Ronnie Coleman
now. Is that representing
bodybuilding well? I don’t
think so. I think you still want 
to be in good shape and
health after your career. 

Pull-ups
are Ano’s

go-to move for
building his

V-taper.

EXERCISE SETS REPS

Pull-up 4-5 6-8

One-arm dumbbell 
row

3-4 10-12

Seated cable row 4 14–16

Close-grip pulldown 3 10-12

Stiff-arm pulldown 3 12–15

Face-pull 3 15

ANO’S
BACK ROUTINE

ANO’S
TRAINING SPLIT  
(4 days on, 1 day off)

A.M. P.M.

DAY 1 Chest, back

DAY 2 Quads
(heavy),
calves

Quads
(light)

DAY 3 Shoulders Shoulders

DAY 4 Hamstrings,
calves, abs
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[Coleman has had several
spinal surgeries and a
double hip replacement.]
Of course, certain things like
injuries are somewhat out of
your control, but that’s what
happens when you push it to
the limits. You need to know
how to limit yourself for your
health and for the best look 
to your physique.

“I want to keep
bodybuilding aesthetic.
I want to be the future
of bodybuilding. I want
us to go back to those
old-school physiques,
so people can compete
longer and also project
a better image. Look at
guys back in the ’70s
and ’80s and ’90s. [Back
then] people were saying,
‘What a nice physique.’
And now with the monster
generation, people see
bodybuilding as all about
drugs and unattainable
goals. You want to have
something that people
can reach for. So I think
it’s more important to
keep that more aesthetic,
symmetrical look and don’t
go too overboard.

“For me, today, I look up to
people like Shawn Rhoden.
I like Dennis Wolf’s look, too;
he’s big, but he has nice lines.
I still love Dexter Jackson’s
physique. Even Big Ramy,
he’s enormous, but he’s still
in proportion with a waist
that’s still very small for the
size of his quads and his
shoulders. So that’s what I
think we should emphasise.
Of course, these are still
giant guys, but they keep it
aesthetic. And that’s what I
aspire to be as I continue to
fill out. I want to get bigger
but not at the expense of my 
aesthetics.” FLEX

TOP 5 CANADIAN NATIONALS CHAMPS
1

Roy Callender
(1979): won three

pro contests, 4th in 
’80 Olympia.

2
Ben Pakulski
(2008): 11th in

’12 Olympia,
2nd in ’13 Arnold.

3
Fouad Abiad

(2006): won two
pro contests, 2nd in

three others.

5
ClaudeGroulx
(1992, 1994):

won ’03 Masters 
Olympia.

4
Steve

Brisbois (1986):
5th in ’92 Arnold,

11th in ’92 Olympia.



THE SHOT

HE AIN'T HEAVY...
Donkey calf raises with Arnold, 
Bill Grant and Franco Columbu.
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It all starts with DNA. The belief, the pride, the effort and the discipline. It’s in your DNA to push yourself. 
And it’s in our DNA to push you further. Introducing the DNA Series from BSN® – a versatile line of products 

that can be used alone, stacked together, or added to your current pre or post workout supplements. 
Customize your DNA stack and push your results to the next level.

ALL NEW!

©2015 BSN®
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